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ABSTRACT  
 

Sustainability in our cities is one of the most controversial debates in the last decades. Urban                
planners tried different ideas in order to achieve sustainability. The one with the most impact, that still                 
is being implemented is urban sprawl. By urban sprawl is comprehended that the whole planning               
system is projected around automobile use. The car-oriented network means being able to live in a city                 
and still not capable of accomplishing daily tasks without the use of a car. Providing space for                 
pedestrians is a mandatory attitude. Urban designers are approaching a new movement towards             
walkability in cities. Walkability, notwithstanding that is the first mode of travel seems to be forgotten,                
especially in the car's infrastructure epoch. The purpose of the thesis is elaboration of walkability. 

Walkability comprises many benefits if properly implemented. It does not only reduce            
congestion, but has a huge impact on healthy cities with low environmental issues and more economic                
resilience. Furthermore, on the other hand it contains physical and mental benefits on humans and also                
it increases the social value, which social bonds are as far back as the archaeological record allows us                  
to look. The main criteria that walkability holds are the path connection, path context, quality of the                 
path, and safety. All the criteria have its importance, and rely on each other in order to create a                   
walkable network.  

We get what we design. Creating more spaces for people, the opportunity for more people to                
use the outdoor spaces would be present. To achieve walkability, the information and knowledge must               
be shared. Thus, the approach of the thesis is to spread and influence inhabitants into changing                
behaviors and embracing walkability. This thesis aims to elaborate and rebalance the public spaces,              
through a few elements which are crucial for sustainable footpaths. Through evaluations and analysis,              
the baseline is constructed in the concept of using walkability as a mode of transport in order to                  
achieve our day-to-day activities, wealth, health balance and a modern urban life cycle. 
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RESUMO 
 

Sustentabilidade em nossas cidades é um dos debates mais controversos da última década,             
com planeadores urbanos buscando diferentes abordagens com o objetivo de alcançá-la. A de maior              
impacto, e ainda implementada, é a da expansão urbana. Essa abordagem entende que todo o sistema                
de planeamento é projetado em torno do uso de automóveis. Assim, uma rede projetada para carros                
resulta em pessoas capazes de morar em uma cidade, mas que são impossibilitadas de realizar               
atividades rotineiras sem o uso do automóvel. Providenciar espaços para pedestres é uma atitude              
obrigatória. Designer urbanos estão abordando um novo movimento a favor da pedonalidade nas             
cidades. Apesar deste ser o modo primário de mobilidade, ele parece ter sido esquecido, especialmente               
na era da infraestrutura voltada para carros. O propósito deste trabalho é a elaboração da               
pedonabilidade. 

Pedonabilidate compreendê diferentes benefícios se implementada apropriadamente. Ela não         
apenas reduz o congestionamento de automóveis, mas também gera um impacto saudável em cidades              
com problemas ambientais, além de maior resiliência econômica. A pedonalidade ainda exerce            
benefícios físicos e mentais nas pessoas, e que também se acrescentam aos valores sociais              
compartilhados. Esse vínculo social é tão primário quanto o registro arqueológico nos permite olhar.              
Sendo assim, os principais critérios que sustentam a pedonabilidade são: a conexão com os caminhos,               
o contexto do caminho, a qualidade do caminho e a segurança. Todos esses critérios possuem a devida                 
importância, mas dependem um do outro no propósito de criar uma rede pedonal.  

Nós recebemos o que projetamos. Criar mais espaços externos tem como resultado o             
surgimento de oportunidades para que as pessoas possam usufruir. Assim, para alcançar a             
pedonabilidade, a informação e o conhecimento devem ser compartilhados. Portanto, a ideia desta             
dissertação consiste em espalhar ideias e influenciar habitantes para que esses possam aderir aos              
hábitos da pedonabilidade. Esta dissertação também visa elaborar e equilibrar os espaços públicos,             
através de alguns elementos que são cruciais para as pegadas sustentáveis de nossas cidades. Por meio                
de avaliações e análises, a linha de base é construída no conceito de usar a pedonabilidade como um                  
modo de transporte e com o objetivo de alcançar nossas atividades diárias, buscando um equilíbrio               
saudável e um ciclo moderno de vida urbana. 

 
PALAVRAS-CHAVE: pedestres, sustentabilidade, funcionalidade, pedonabilidade, planejamento      
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INTRODUCTION 
 
  

 

Mobility attempts to find a solution to problems that occupy urban areas. The main aim is                
offering free movement and its epitome stands on sustainable cities. Urban sprawl, congestion, climate              
change are leading debates in our society. Recent years mobility is considered as a fundamental factor                
for sustainable urban development.  

The word sustainability is connected with human well-being, and the intention of this thesis is               
to bring pedestrians back in the picture. Pedestrians’ walkways are undervalued elements of urban              
design and in many cases they are taken for granted. This public space is dedicated to pedestrians in                  
order to connect the points from origin to destination. Coming to the roots of the history of sidewalks,                  
they were used as a mode of transport, that was their main purpose. As Jan Gehl (1971) pointed out ,                    
we can build sustainable buildings but it definitely does not mean that the city is sustainable. Now                 
after the postmodernist area, finally, the time to achieve a livable, sustainable, safe and healthy city is                 
a primary desired aspect by urban planners.  

As an instrument addressed to these issues is walkability and its goal for friendly and human                
scale cities. In order to be able to store a sustainable footpath, it's not enough to have only walkability                   
without its criteria. Walkability works best in cities when all the essential human needs are reachable                
by walking. Life happens on foot. 

During the ‘60s and ‘70s architects like Christopher Alexander and activist Jane Jacobs,             
started to oppose the idea of city development in a car oriented way (McKinney, 2014). They were                 
trying to give a more human character to our environment. And Jane Jacobs was emphasizing the role                 
of sidewalks which keep the city alive and safer and the role of walkable opportunities.  

The first chapter, introduction, explains the terminology of walkability with its historical            
roots, and also it elaborates its definition given by different authors. The following chapter puts focus                
on walkability by explaining its meaning and the potential benefits which it holds if implemented.               
There are different dimensions and criteria that walkability relies on, it includes infrastructure,             
whether it's for cars or pedestrians, the quality of the street, the logic of the network, accessibility                 
between places and the further chapters are enclosed on the functional aspect followed by the design                
of the space. The further chapters include the criteria of walkability: 

▪ Path connection 
▪ Path context  
▪ Path’s quality  
▪ Safety  

 

Path connection means the way we connect desirable points will influence peoples’ choice of              
transport. It will elaborate the logic and functional way of planning, it includes, patterns of the street,                 
linkage with other modes, topography and importance of paving. Path context is focused on              
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circumstances that form and impact our public spaces. Path context refers to residential density and the                
land use of the space and its design that influences the number of people in the streets through                  
walking. It encloses chapters as land use, diversity, transparency and dwelling density. Followed by              
the quality of the path, puts more focus on designing elements on our sidewalks. It elaborates the                 
width of pedestrian walkways, street signs, trees as an element of urban planning, lighting and the                
importance of the buffer zone. The last criteria and the most important one of walkability elaborated                
by this thesis is safety. This chapter contains the importance of urban design when it comes to safety                  
and the car's speed in public areas. The next chapter brings the debate of being able to treat walkability                   
as a mode of transport. Followed by the chapter that includes already implemented mobility plans in                
different cities, with the aim of walkability and its influence on people and the city itself. Finally, the                  
conclusion summarizes the arguments of understanding on walkability. 

Social concern is no longer time consuming for urban planners. A healthy city is concerned               
about public health. Research shows that walkability is an important component and a value for global                
crises like future energy prices, climate change (Cortright, 2009). Promoting health and physical             
activity through environmental design is the key of this thesis. 

 
 
1.1. THE HISTORY OF WALKABILITY  
 

“People have always lived on the streets. They have been the places where children first learned                
about the world, where neighbors met, the social centers of towns and cities, the rallying points for                 
revolts, the scenes of repression... The street has always been the scene of this conflict, between living                 
and access, between resident and traveler, between street life and the threat of death.” -Donald               
Appleyard (Laukaitou-Sideris, Ehrenfeucht, 2009) 

 
Walkable is quite an old word, and it was created around the mid of XVII-th century. On the                  

other hand walkability, as a term is very recent, not older than 20 years, because walking used to be so                    
natural and the need to complete what was missing came later on (Claris, et al., 2016). Walkability                 
might be new as a term, but definitely is not a trend, and it has ancient roots when it comes to its                      
origin. Avoiding confusion, this thesis explains that walking and walkability do not cover the same               
meaning. 

The streets were for people, walking used to be our main mode of transport. Even though the                 
carriage or wagons used to offer access to the marketplace, they belonged in slow movement cars, and                 
people were free and safe to walk whenever they pleased. The built areas used to be closer to each                   
other and easily accessible. This continued even during the industrial revolution, and most people              
didn’t own a car and walking used to be a mode of transport. Not necessarily walkability was at its                   
best, especially during the mid-XVII-th to mid-XIX-th century, but it was treated as a dominant mode                
of transport. 

Explaining its ancient roots, the below figure 1, shows a history of evolution in traffic               
engineering. Analyzing its complexity which different modes of transport carried, walking used to be              
the dominant and a prioritised mode of transport. Notwithstanding, public transport had an important              
role in urban areas. Between 1920 until 1950, car appearance in urban areas led with the adoption of                  
vehicles in the urban structure, thus walking and bicycling still had a prioritised role in urban spaces.                 
The path changed after the 1950s, when the opposite started to happen and urban areas grew in the car                   
oriented paths while walking started to become harder and in some cases even impossible.  
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Figure 1-  Evolution of different modes of transport 

Source: (Copenhagenize, 2013) 
 

When it comes to planning the city, urban planners made a mistake during the automobile era,                
and its consequences are still present. That is the time when we destroyed the whole walkability and                 
pedestrian zones, in favor of cars. During modernism, urban planners started to separate spaces for               
different purposes. In one zone was living, in the others shopping, schools, work with parking, and                
these were linked by highways. It was perceptive as a functional way of planning, but this led to too                   
many problems and complications of life in urbanized areas. Not only environmental problems, but              
even complications on daily use of the city by people. The speed was the main factor to create a strong                    
separation between cars and pedestrians, and the whole planning went in cars’ favor, leaving              
pedestrian zones untreated and undeveloped and in many cases even dangerous. The blocks started to               
be long, destroying grid paths of urban planning and accessibility, sidewalks went missing in many               
places, especially suburban areas just to create more and better infrastructure for cars. The shape of                
our cities went to completely man-made environments and while doing so, we neglected functionality              
and beauty. 

It was the moment where many sociologists and urban planners and activists like Jane Jacobs,               
Herbert Gans, Marc Fried, William F. Whyte, Michael Young, Jah Gehl, opposed this way of planning                
and started to suggest more friendly cities and cities for people. There is nothing wrong with a mixed                  
neighborhood, is the opposite, that's what a functional way of living is by having had the opportunity                 
to move around without being dependent on anything. Aiming for livable and sustainable cities,              
walking as a mode of transport should be prioritised once again with simple and secure paths, and cars                  
should adapt the planning structure. Walkability does eradicate car dependency, but is more about              
choices. A walkable city is a place where a car is an option (Speck, 2012).  
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1.2. DEFINITION OF WALKABILITY 
 

Walkability research can take many forms and criteria. Some studies focus more on objective              
measures. City planners, community organizations and policy makers use the research to encourage             
walkability and a sustainable environment.  

Walkability as a definition might come by using many terms like accessibility, sustainability,             
connectivity, proximity. Based on the author Michael Southworth (2005), an environment should            
support and encourage people to walk by offering comfort, safety and path connection with a               
reasonable amount of time between places. And the author Onna A. McKinney (2014), adds that               
walkability expresses the ability to walk, but the walkable place must comprise qualitative and              
functional conditions. Other authors like Susan Claris, Chris Luebkeman, Demetrio Scopelliti, and            
Josef Hargrave (2016), express walkability as the main mode of transport, by which every trip begins                
and ends by walking. Walking is an extremely fascinating, evocative and inclusive concept which,              
based on the author goes beyond the good design of sidewalks and streets. The theory of walkability                 
contains the satisfaction of the main criteria which are: safety, comfortable, useful, interesting (Speck,              
2012) 

Walkability contains the most accessible and affordable way of moving around the city and it               
comprehends the ability to have a pleasurable walk. With the precondition there are different factors               
which can influence walkability and that depends on many crucial elements like: land use, the length                
of blocks, safety, materials, lighting, network connectivity, street aesthetics, traffic speed.  

The word walkable carries different meanings. It can express a close and reachable             
destination, a safe area, well equipped pedestrian infrastructure. Walkability is the essential and most              
humble way of using urban areas, and it is being taken for granted. Implementing walkability a                
myriad of topical community issues can be addressed like air pollution, gas emissions, urban sprawl,               
traffic congestion, social exclusion, traffic accidents, traffic and parking congestion or energy            
consumption.  

Jeff Speck (2012) explained how our communities started to become car dependent, and how              
we should design in order to make people use the streets again. The suggestions include keeping                
components like a reason to walk and to create a balance of uses, creating a safe environment for                  
walking both as a perception and reality, a comfortable space and orientations not to get lost inside of                  
the city, a captivating walk through socializing and showing signs of humanity.  
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2 

FEASIBLE BENEFITS OF WALKABILITY 

  
 

 

The need for better mobility has brought us a noteworthy change in the transport system. The                
lack of efficiency leads us in a plethora of problems, including accidents for both pedestrians and cars,                 
high pollution, smog, degradation of quality of life by air, hastens global climate change, noise level,                
traffic commute, cost reductions, increment of stress, water quality, and consequently public health             
etc.  

The current move of transportation planning tends to undervalue walking. Walking is good             
whenever you’re sad, depressed, overwhelmed with stress or simply as you're happy by sharing the               
mood and socializing. Walkable places are more compact, dense, acceptable, mixed use and create              
cohesive communities. Benefits of walkability are outnumbered, it has a unique role in an efficient               
transport system, provides pleasure, exercise, affordable and basic mode of transport and mobility,             
consumer cost savings, efficient land use, community livability, improved fitness and public health,             
furtherance for equity objectives, achieve social cohesion and equity in society, improve economic             
opportunity, health, reduces parking congestion, energy consumption and pollution emission,          
contribute in “smart growth” development assures that goods and services are accessible to our most               
vulnerable populations; reduce our spending on expensive infrastructure that is eroded by heavy             
vehicular use, equity conditions. Among all the benefits here are emphasized and summarized into  

▪ Economic vitality  
▪ Personal health  
▪ Environmental benefits 
 

The main focus in urban planning falls in creation of a walkable urbanity and attraction of new                 
residents that prefer a less auto-oriented lifestyle. There are benefits for allowing the development of               
walkability as a mode of choice. Walking requires no fuel, no licences and no registration is needed.                 
Walkability has a high role in order to achieve sustainable urban development.  
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2.1. ECONOMIC VITALITY  
 

Economic aspect is a powerful element that brings profitability in the field of urban design.               
This is spread in different elements like social benefits, tourism, health costs, recession, urban              
regeneration, externalities . 1

Prioritizing people, opens the opportunities for economic development. Offering wide          
footpaths, would welcome more people to use sidewalks and thus more chances for frequentization of               
businesses and local stores and this would provide jobs and also hold housing value in that area.                 
Compared to the vehicular way of planning, pedestrian infrastructure estimates to create additional             
jobs. Furthermore, approaching a walkable space opens an opportunity for an increment of shared              
economic value. The shared economy is pointed to shared taxis, car clubs, lower rates of car-owner,                
shared back gardens. Since in a walkable neighborhood people tend to be more connected with each                
other, even if it is only eye to eye connection, and this brings out the safe element which might be                    
more common for the shared economy to grow. Fundamentally the aim is to create a social                
environment and a beneficial one.  

More grid-like street patterns increase property values in more pedestrian friendly than            
automobile oriented (Gilderbloom, et al., 2014). Based on research, walkability is strongly associated             
with higher housing values in nearly all metropolitan areas (Cortright, 2009). Pedestrianisation of a              
street can lead to an increase of $9 per square foot for annual office rents, $7 per square foot for retail                     
rents, $82 per square foot for home values, and over $300 per month for apartment rents (Claris, et al.,                   
2016). Demand for housing in walkable urban contexts has increased.  

Jeff Speck (2012) at his book “Walkable city, how downtown can save America, one step at a                 
time”, explains and separates three key factors that support economic advantages: 
 

▪ The walking generation - Certain segments of the populations as an example, a young              
population aspirate to live in urbanized zones is simply more appealing. Sixty-four percent             
of millennials first choose the place and then seek for a job. Let us not forget that millennials                  
are the majority of our population. 

▪ A demographic perfect storm- all these pro-urban life populations are becoming dominant.            
Analyzing the data, people tend to prefer a walkable neighborhood with a mix of houses,               
shops and businesses compared with people who enjoy only houses in one zone.  

▪ The walkability dividend - There are economic benefits of not driving. While being             
car-dependent, there is a huge amount of money spent on gasoline everyday (not mentioning              
the environmental issues which cars reveal), thus the car-dependent cities suffered the largest             
drops in housing value.  

 

Walking can trigger a cultural change. Promoting a cultural heritage and highlighting the             
uniqueness which a city comprises. Through walkability we are bringing in life historic buildings.              
Furthermore, many tourists would contribute to the city specifically for heritage that it contains or               
uniqueness which is presented in the city. In the last 20 years, public spaces in Barcelona increased its                  
annual visitor numbers from 1.7million to 7.4million visitors (Claris, et al., 2016). Only La Sagrada               
Familia by Antoni Gaudí, during 2017 was visited more than 4.5 million people, and this number is                 
continually increasing. The I Amsterdam city branding campaign led to increased tourism, a solidified              
economy and strengthened position as a top European city (Claris, et al., 2016). In Amsterdam the                

1 Externality represents social or economic value played by a person/group and affects the other person/group                
without being charged for it. 
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number of tourists is continuously increasing, and this European city is now in the top five most                 
visited cities.  

A study mentioned by the author Joe Cortright, concluded that improved walkability produces             
a real economic value for the city. When cities intervene, economic interests are given priority, and                
municipal authorities ally themselves with property or business owners (Laukaitou-Sideris,          
Ehrenfeucht, 2009). In a walkable city it is more likely that through economical support development,               
places for commerce where people shop, eat or conduct business to bring more profit to the city. 

Car-dependent cities make their citizens poorer, but they also make themselves poorer through             
the large hidden subsidies that automobiles require (Gilderbloom, et al., 2014). Traffic congestion is              
one of the main problems which many cities are facing and the more congestion is present, the more                  
loss the city holds. 

In economics an externality represents social or economic value played by a person/group and               
affecting the other person/group without being charged for it. As a consequence of the externality, the                
congestion is present and this leads us in economic loss. Congestion in the way which is growing is                  
expected to be twice higher than the current rate and calculating time spent in traffic jams will be 106                   
hours per year (Arthur D. Little, 2014).  

Congestion is a dominant factor which limits people's time on roads. Driving it costs much               
more to the society itself than to drivers. Environmental protection agency study confirms that the               
more miles people have to travel daily, the weaker performing economy is present (Speck, 2012).               
Apparently the data is supporting the connection between places that time wasted in traffic is               
unproductive and in mobility this is considered a dead time. An American study has shown how                
car-dependent households on low income spend 50% of their budget on transportation (Claris, et al.,               
2016). 

Interfaces are important to create frequency, but we need the right amount of infrastructure              
because creating more can lead to more problems, like private cars are more likely to use the space                  
and higher levels of congestion would be present and the environment would continue to be ruined.                
This traffic chaos is decreasing the quality of life in all aspects. Using walkability as an equitable                 
mode of transport helps in reducing congestion, and is essential to achieve livability and quality of life                 
in our neighborhoods. Walkability contributes to cost savings and it reduces external costs. 

A walkable place gives more opportunity for an active body and exercises. Lack of exercise               
contributes to diseases that cost. In the UK, the cost of illnesses derived from physical inactivity has                 
been estimated at €14.2bn per annum, 8.3% of national health spending, while the United States               
spends around $190 billion per year on treating obesity-related diseases (Claris, et al., 2016). 

Ignoring the health benefits, there is a job opportunity category that is present in walkable               
areas. Most local governments depend heavily on property taxes to finance local services, improved              
walkability may mean higher property values and higher tax revenues than for less walkable              
development (Cortright, 2009). As Jane Jacobs outspoken “what is a city and what does a city need,                 
what constitutes a city and what makes up a city”, therefore walkability aims for a better human                 
well-being.  

The City of Copenhagen calculates that every mile driven by car costs the city 20 cents, while                 
each mile biked earns the city 42 cents (Speck, 2018). If driving is $1, society pays $9.20 and on the                    
contrary if walking would have the same cost of $1, society pays $0.01 (Speck, 2018). It is undeniable                  
to conclude that commute costs for people and for the city.  
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2.2. PERSONAL AND SOCIAL HEALTH 
 

Personal and social health of people elaborates the influence that an urban design of the city                
can have a direct impact towards people’s bodies. Since people are becoming dependent on cars and                
this is causing a major health problem in society, this chapter focuses not only on the physical and                  
mental health of individuals, but even the advantages as a society which we can get through                
walkability. Compact city supports walkability as a mode of travel by offering shorter distance              
between the places where we live, work, grocery, shopping etc. By offering a walkable distance,               
independence of people while they age tends to be higher. 

The link between urban planning and social health is still not completely clear. There are               
several factors which can not be neglected and this thesis is summarized in physical, mental and high                 
potential for social interaction which walkability contains. 

 

  

2.2.1. PHYSICAL  
 

Physical activity as the main and most notable element while walking has a direct impact on                
people. Living in a walkable neighborhood does not necessarily mean that you’ll be fit but chances are                 
much better compared with a not walkable zone. Based on data, you are 35% more likely to be                  
overweight in comparison with a less walkable neighborhood when chances increase for 60% likely              
to be overweight. As health experts confirm having a brisk walk for half an hour can increase your                  
lifetime for seven years. Also, people with heart conditions are recommended to walk, thus all               
directions point to our sedentary lifestyle. 

A walkable neighborhood accommodates the essential human needs in a walking distance. On             
the contrary there is congestion which is people’s least favorite regular activity. A study found that                
students who drove their cars for forty-five minutes had higher blood pressure, heart rates, and lower                
frustration tolerance (Speck, 2012). Another german research alludes to consequences of congestion in             
people’s health. The results showed a high percentage of people who had heart attacks, on that day                 
before they were stricken they were dealing with traffic congestion. This study concluded that an hour                
spent in traffic congestion, triples your risk of heart attack in the following hours (Speck, 2012). The                 
effect of this relationship between urban design and health is not direct, still the benefits of walkability                 
are numerous.  

Walkability might be a factor influencing physical activities. The Neighborhood Quality of            
Life Study (NQLS) found that adults living in highly walkable neighborhoods were more physically              
active compared with adults living in low walkable neighborhoods (Frank, et al., 2006). Walking              
reduces cardiovascular heart disease, obesity and improves fitness health. American obesity           
association in 2007 have shown that 65% of american adults are overweight and 30.5% are obese. And                 
based on the research of the World Health Organization 2013, 2.6 million worldwide deaths are               
present because of obesity (Gilderbloom, et al., 2014; WHO, 2013).  

Over the past decade, there are many studies relating obesity and automobile lifestyle.             
According to the World Health Organization in 2008 more than 1.4 billion adults, 20 or older, were                 
overweight and more than 10% of the world’s adult population was obese (McKinney, 2014). 

The way that the city is planned influences the physical activities in the city. The built                
environment has been identified as an essential factor for integrating physical activity into one's daily               
life (Zuniga-Terann. et al., 2016).  
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The world health organisation estimates that around five million people die per year and that               
is all basically linked with road accidents or air pollution (Chris Knight ,2017). Pollution is not the                 
way it used to be, now is considerably worse than it was a generation ago (Speck, 2012). This is very                    
alarming and is reaching the scale of human tragedy.  

There is a significant link between walkability and physical activity and the results were              
similar across the world thus providing walkability is an international policy issue (McKinney, 2014).              
The change is reachable if we are able to change our habits and behaviour regarding mobility. The                 
more there is a design for pedestrians, the more opportunities for people to embrace the walking, thus                 
statistics will change for good. 

 

 

2.2.2. MENTAL 

Besides physical, Walkability can have an impact even in mental health which is provided              
through walking in a walkable neighborhood where quality of the urban design is present. The more                
we walk the healthier we will be, not only physically but even mentally. While a person is in                  
possession of depression, anxiety, or even tired is always medically recommended to take a walk.  

The recent studies are creating a direct collaboration with the place where people live and               
their personal health which in a few cases might lead to social isolation. A walkable environment that                 
holds all the criteria for walkability, carries a positive factor for mental health in people. Depending on                 
age or gender the influence might be different. A study made in Washington, shows that walkability                
had more influence on older men’s depression but another study made in Massachusetts, concluded              
that built environment can influence both youth or elderly (McKinney, 2014). 

This thesis aims to bring walkability in the neighborhood, and anytime a person is stressed or                 
tired, to have an opportunity for an outside walk. Many researchers and doctors support walking as a                 
beneficial mode for mental health.  

  

 

2.2.3. SOCIAL COHESION AND EQUALITY  
 

Walkability can be more than only mode of travel, by linking desirable places, it can have                
social and recreational value. By bringing people together, there is a potential for social cohesion.               
Moreover, a walkable zone aims in creation of equality for citizens, regardless of age or gender, the                 
approach is diversity and inclusion. 

As Jan Gehl (2012) explained, the more traffic infrastructure creates social segregation. This             
segregation gives advantages to certain groups of people. When it comes to planning our cities in a                 
sustainable path, equality between people must be adequate and not generalizing or assuming that our               
society empathizes with car-dependence. 

According to a study by the University of the West of England, walking might help in                
increasing social interaction and the development of social capital (Claris, et al., 2016). A walkable               
place with many local businesses, is more vivid and attractive. An Irish study found that residents                
living in walkable neighbourhoods exhibit at least 80% greater levels of social capital than those living                
in less walkable neighbourhoods (Claris, et al., 2016). Walkable communities generate wealth by             
propinquity that they offer (Speck, 2012), data shows that when people are together they become               
much more productive. 
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Studies have found a positive relationship between walkability and social capital levels with             
people being more sociable and being more politically involved in walkable communities (McKinney,             
2014).  

There are people who cannot drive or do not have a driver's license, which in these cases                  
creates dependence on others or indoor closeness. In unwalkable areas elderly also tend to lose               
independence much earlier, and end up warehoused in institutions (Speck, 2018). Cities with more              
transit choice demonstrate less income inequality and less overspending on rent (Speck, 2018) 

Very famous case study made by the author Donald Appleyard in three different             
neighborhoods in San Francisco, explains the relation between social cohesion and traffic (Speck,             
2018). Each line in the chart below shows a connection between people, and dots express the point                 
where people gather (Figure 2).  

In the street where heavy traffic is present, there is a lack of outdoor activities or even                 
interaction between neighbors. On the contrary, the light traffic street carries more outdoor activities              
and more children playing outside were registered.  

 
 

 
Figure 2-  The influence of traffic in community  

Source: (Speck, 2018) 
 

Another part which Donald Appleyard noted was while surveying people in different            
neighborhoods, to describe their home territory (Speck, 2018). Unsurprisingly, in the light traffic             
neighborhood, besides their flats or buildings, people tend to include even sidewalks or the whole               
street. In a heavy traffic neighborhood, the home territory was too narrow that in some cases it                 
included only their flats. 

Being able to measure and analyse the social harm which is done by traffic is enormously                
important even for today's data. Driving affects people and this invisible harm to society should be                
treated. 
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2.3. ENVIRONMENTAL  
The planet is here to stay, leave minimal marks 
 

Sustainable urban planning offers for its citizens an outdoor useful room. Through walkability             
is aimed a better environmental condition that includes curb global warming, reduce pollution and              
improve air quality. 

Since the industrial revolution, the environment has taken a harmful path. A high percentage              
of the world’s forests are destroyed and mainly for purposes of creating more roads. Cars are                
ecologically unsustainable and asphalt paved roads have thermal and radiative properties that promote             
a high heat release. Speaking on environmental aspects, with cars on roads there are numberless issues                
following loss of biodiversity, land use patterns, green infrastructure, energy consumption,           
decarbonisation, climate change, air pollution. Today’s trend has reached 6.2 billion trips per day              
made by cars (Arthur D Little, 2014). Continuing with the same mobility habits, in the near future we                  
will leave big marks on our planet. Starting with gas emissions, that is expected to be 30% higher                  
compared from 2005 to the year 2050 and the main factor is because of the transport mode (Arthur                  
D. Little, 2014). Cities are the main contributors to climate change, responsible for 75% of global CO2                 
emissions (Claris, et al., 2016).  

Decrease of car emissions and improvement of air quality, is one of the most profound debates                
these days. About 50% of the global urban population experiences air pollution 2.5 times higher than                
World Health Organization recommendations (Claris, et al., 2016). On the other hand speaking of              
pedestrian streets, there are long term beneficial effects on air quality. Having an environment which               
would support walkability matters, people have an opportunity to be more engaged in between and               
within the city, thus is more likely for sidewalks to be used as a mode of transport. By commuting to                    
work, walking could save 17 to 57kg of carbon (Claris, et al., 2016). 

Designing a proper walkable street within its criteria is a long time solution for environmental               
problems. Only trees can absorb enough CO2 annually to offset 26,000 miles of driving (Claris, et al.,                 
2016). If a person would collapse from heat stroke, the cause of its death would fall as heat stroke and                    
definitely not as lack of trees or heat-island effects. Furthermore, traffic is the first cause for noise.                 
Therefore, noise pollution car traffic produces 79 decibels of sound, whereas human conversation is 65               
decibels (an increase of 10 decibels results in a noise level that is twice as loud) (Claris, et al., 2016).  

The air pollutants generated through the use of cars “fine particulate matter, air toxins, carbon               
monoxide (CO), oxides of nitrogen, and volatile organic compounds” and highly walkable            
neighborhoods show a decrease in nitrogen oxides and volatile organic compounds emissions            
(McKinney, 2014). Study results conclude that walkability index is highly related to emissions that              
cause the formation of ozone and this directly impacts respiratory health (Frank, et al., 2006). 

The way that the city is planned contributes to carbon footprints, for better or for worse, and                 
the cars are the greatest contributions to it. Compact and connected communities allow residents to use                
less energy and spend less money to get around whether by making fewer or shorter car trips, or using                   
other less expensive modes of transportation like bicycling or walking which are environmentally             
friendly. 
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3 

CRITERIA OF WALKABILITY 
 
 
 

3.1. PATH CONNECTION  
 

Mobility shows us the ability to move easily around the city, and connectivity is one of the                 
key factors to achieve functionality in our city. Cities should offer numerous path choices for               
pedestrians, otherwise people would be a hostage of the same route everyday and this might be very                 
tiresome. It does not necessarily mean to be the shortest, but a pleasant and optional one.  

Built environments influence travel behaviour. A path connection determines a way in order             
for a network to be functional. Connectivity refers to the density of connections in a path or road                  
network and the directness of links (McKinney, 2014). Better path connection is achieved by having a                
good walkability, this means that streets are easily accessible by foot. Path connection is a key factor                 
in the attractiveness of locations and a key driver of location development. 

The author Michael Southworth (2005) at his research, designing the walkable city, pointed             
out that barriers which are present in walking zone, such as rivers, lakes, highways, end of the streets,                  
topography they automatically lower the connectivity values since they reduce the access, hereby             
walkability holds many criteria to rely on. Connectivity in the city is established by the presence of                 
sidewalks or other pedestrian paths, with absence of barriers. 

As connectivity increases, travel distances decrease and route options increase, allowing more             
direct travel between destinations, creating a more accessible and resilient system (McKinney, 2014).             
Connectivity is the omnipresent walkability criterion. A good path network ensures a high degree of               
connectivity between the residential unit and activity zone (Jaskiewicz, 2001).  

The World Health Organisation has called for changes in the build environment in order to               
offer more physical activity which would improve human health through walking (Zuniga-Terann. et             
al., 2016; WHO 2013). There are many cases when the build environment is neither functional nor                
useful for people. When public infrastructure does not provide a reasonable density of pathways, in               
many cases, there are areas offering shortcuts by private property (Speck, 2012). This condition is very                
frustrating and leads to many people using cars as a mode of transport. 

With a path connection the linkage between two desirable destinations is feasible. Arguments             
about building a walkable city were aesthetic and social. There is a functional and thus essential part                 
usually mistreated. The benefit of walkability is guaranteed if the entire system of path connection and                
corridors are walkable.  

The criteria for walkability correlate hypotheses from several research domains in order to             
create a relationship between the built environment and walking. There are different factors which can               
influence people to use sidewalks, alongside urban design is network connectivity. Connectivity shows             
how well a street network provides multiple routes to reach a different destination. Isolated streets are                
discouraged to a physical activity at all.  
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Connectivity is fundamental to understand how the place and movement is functioning. There             
are few elements which rely on each other while creating path connection like the way we treat the                  
street and through patterns, topography, linkage with other modes of transport, the distance to transit,               
accessibility in the city. Going beyond utilitarian access and offering a path network, without              
neglecting social and economic factors and combining these essentials, design can make a difference.              
This chapter elaborates the functional part of a network, incorporating patterns of the street, the               
linking importance between different ways of movement in our cities, influence of topography and the               
effect of paving’s materials of our sidewalks. 
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3.1.1. PATTERNS OF THE STREET 
 

Before the cars, walkability was essential thus the patterns used to be designed in a way to                 
accommodate people. The more patterns a street contains, the length of the blocks would be shorter                
and by this attainment of connectivity is higher. Street patterns changed over time in order to                
accommodate automobiles. This brings us to the point where during the years we lost connectivity by                
favorizing private spaces and car dependence and this killed walkability. 

The author Michael Southworth (2005), elaborated the evolution of patterns (Figure 3),            
showing the transformation of the streets in the United States from walkability mode to car               
dependence streets. The study analyzes different patterns like, Gridiron, Fragmented Parallel, warped            
parallel, loops and lollipops, and lollipops on a stick, their intersections, linear feet of streets, blocks,                
intersections, access points, and cul de sac. 

  

  

Figure 3- Evolution of the street patterns  

Source: (Southworth, 2005) 

 

Having more intersection means more choices for people and higher accessibility. And on the              
other hand we have cul de sac which by closing the road they do not allow further continuation of a                    2

trip.  

Gridiron with four way intersections offers the opposite of the cul de sacs, with more foot                
options and higher accessing points. It contains high connectivity and value for a neighborhood by               
contributing to continuing walk. During the years, the patterns started to change in order to support car                 
dependence and neglecting path foots. Lollipops on the stick, support car depends by offering lower               

2 Cul-de-sac represents a french word and it means “bottom of the sack” or also known as “dead end” 
or “road without exit”. 
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linear feet of streets and highest cul de sacs opportunities. The benefits of cul de sacs are that it                   
provides a quiet space and without heavy traffic. It has a low value but connectivity is still present,                  
thus improving it by interconnecting the dead ends and linking the nodes, linear feet would be                
increased and  walkability paths would be present. 

Comparing these two, gridiron and lollipop on the stick, the first one offers way more                
flexibility subdivision on street design than lollipop on the stick. Also, it is easier to turn gridiron into                  
cul de sac street if necessary, than lollipop on the stick to grids. Cul de sac subdivision is not suitable                    
for walking and biking since it makes trips longer and it might discourage people from doing that in                  
the first place. Girds subdivide land easily with linked neighborhoods and at cul de sac neighborhoods                
barely connecting to one another. A well-connected road or path network has many short links,               
numerous intersections  and minimal dead-ends (McKinney, 2014).  

There is a well known example of grinds in the city and their impact on people. In 2014                  
Barcelona released a new mobility plan, in order to serve its citizens by liberating the space from cars,                  
and also while facing excessive pollution and noise levels. Air pollution levels in this city estimated                
more than EU mandated, which studies have shown that in this region it causes a premature death to                  
many people with traffic as a first indicator (Bausells, 2016).  

The highlighted part of this mobility plan are “superilles” meaning superblocks which are             
smaller than a neighborhood, but bigger than blocks. Its intention is to minimize the presence of cars                 
in the city center. Nine square city blocks are closed off inside by leaving the traffic in the                  
surrounding, so any car that is trying to go from one side to the other, should drive around the                   
perimeter. Inside the superblock the speed is 10km/h and the parking is underground. This open space                
to welcome pedestrians, and create a streetscape for people to walk around and mingle and do                
different activities without the concern of safety. 

By reducing car use, there were more opportunities and an increment of mobility by foot, bike                
or use of public transport (Bausells, 2016). Central superblok at the city center, increased pedestrian               
space from 45% to 74%, the noise dropped too and the nitrogen oxide emissions dropped for 42%                 
(Burgen, 2019). Opening a space for pedestrians, a slow speed environment, and hence safety would               
lead the street. Furthermore, the mobility plan which the city produced made it possible to reduce the                 
traffic about 21% (Bausells, 2016). On the other side the business economy increased and the constant                
fear of cars around wasn’t present.  

Infrastructure is the main barrier which hinders the development of cycling (OECD, 2019). A              
fine grid network is opposed to cul de sacs or dead end streets. It is open to the public as opposed to                      
fenced or gated communities (Zuniga-Terann. et al., 2016). Studies have shown that a more grid-like               
street pattern increases property values in more pedestrian-oriented neighborhoods and decreases           
property values in automobile-oriented neighborhoods. Accessibility in land use encourage people to            
walk, cycle or use public transportation  

 
 

3.1.2. LINKAGE WITH OTHER MODES 
 

Walkability is a slow mode of transport, hence it requires more time, and energy to be                
completed. A good walkable network, offers the linkage with other modes, in order to complete the                
network system of the city. 

The movement and the flow of people in pedestrian areas needs to achieve diversity and not a                 
linear walk. Walking within a 5 to 10 minute walk and reaching the destinations is the aim of walkable                   
neighborhoods. Accessibility comprises the paths and distance from the origin to the destination, and              
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show the value of a path or location. The distance between the destinations is affected by land patterns                  
and the speed of cars.  

The ability to create a multiplicity of choices for people in sundry advantageous paths is the                
aim of walkability. Walkability benefits from good transit and good transit relies absolutely on              
walkability (Speck, 2012) with linkage of the paths the city accomplish to handle patterns. Destination               
point it can be different, some studies found out that grocery and restaurant as a destination point                 
promote walkability (McKinney, 2014). Therefore, achieving a different linkage and offering different            
paths for people to choose, is an indicator for a walkable place.  

Linkage with other modes in many cases is crucial. There is an utterly complicated              
relationship between urban design and the self-chosen mode of travel. Matosinhos is an area near               
Oporto, Portugal, the main road Brito Capelo with many shopping centers and quite frequented by               
citizens. When the city council decided to close that road, and to pedestrianise it people discontinued                
operation on that street because the connectivity wasn’t on a good scale. There was neither any public                 
transport near nor car parking, hence it was harder to be reachable by its citizens. Another example                 
with the opposite ending once again in Oporto, Portugal is Rua Santa Catarina and Rua de Cedofeita.                 
Here these two pedestrian zones work perfectly and the main reason is connectivity of the paths is                 
linked with other modes too. Hereupon in the center is the main square “Aliados” in the west side is                   
Cedofeita, in the east Santa Catarina. Around Aliados the movement of the cars in low speed is                 
allowed, and that road leads you at the beginning and the end of pedestrianised streets Rua Santa                 
Catarina. Furthermore, the bus and metro stops are positioned very close to the street. Hence, while                
promoting walkability each of the criteria should carefully consider independently. 

Home values are interfaces by proximity to transit. The high walkability is associated with              
high levels of transit services (Cortright, 2009). A walkable neighborhood which is linked with other               
neighborhoods through public transport, helps in the creation of sustainable urban development. 

The approach of coordination between the land use pattern and other modes of transport is               
crucial. The main focus stands on pedestrianised areas, while analyzing the peak hours of people and                
adapting clarity maps, apps or schedules of public transportation. Furthermore, while having this             
approach, simplicity must triumph. Since, confusion creates discomfort for people. Hence, this might             
be an indicator for the choice which people make in transportation in urban areas. 

 

 

 3.1.3. TOPOGRAPHY 
 

This part is focused more on inclination of the streets and paths. Even if the connectivity and                 
accessibility is good, the inclination can turn the street into useless. Path connection is not improved if                 
there is a presence of stairs, thus the main focus does not stand only to create a short path and linkage,                     
but is essential to have efficient ones. Wherefore the topography of the terrain contains an important                
role, that it cannot be neglected for the performance of a qualitative path connection.  

Places, that is what we care the most about the city. Places where we work, live, where we go                   
shopping. grocery and the connection between these places is the main struggle. The movement              
upward and downward requires more effort and more muscular activity. It is uncomfortable for people               
to walk  thus in many cases it turns into ineffectual.  

Slope hilly streets tend to be less frequented by people, especially elderly, people with              
wheelchairs, people with strollers, or with shopping carts etc. Analyzing the topography in the center               
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zone of Porto, Portugal (Figure 4), it's visible that city leads in a situation with high inclination in most                   
of the streets.  

 

 

Figure 4-  The topography of the street Rua de Santa Catarina, Porto, Portugal.  
Source: [Topographic map, Author] 

 

Based on the empirical analysis made in Porto, in different streets with high inclination, tend                
to have less frequency in many cases. Analyzing the street Santa Catarina, is a 1500m long and                 
different part of the streets has different frequency of people. 

The grey line on the map (Figure 4) represents the analyzed area. The lighter the colour is, the                  
higher scale of walkability is present. A certain part of the street is dedicated to pedestrians, and that                  
one contains the brightest colour, with high frequency of people. Analyzing the surrounding area of               
the bright zone, there might be different factors influencing the high rate of walkability in               
pedestrianised areas. A street without cars is a safer street, as mentioned above, public transport is                
nearby, the car-parking is close, has high connectivity and accessibility with the main square and               
neighborhoods, and holds a diversity of uses. 

It is worth mentioning that the majority of the street was coming from north to south, and was                  
mostly used as a connection between two destinations. This part of the street did not offer much                 
diversity of uses or urban furniture (pictures with purple, white and yellow dots) . The southern part                 
comprise the opposite, even though the inclination of topography had similarities. This area dedicated              
to pedestrians, has a diversity of uses, transparency, large width for pedestrians, urban furniture,              
activities in the zone, and offers a liveability in urban spaces (picture with a blue dot). 

Generally speaking the mentioned street, Santa Catarina, is walkable even with strollers, since             
the slope is not very high. The streets with high inclination were present more in the east part of Rua                    
de Santa Catarina, more precisely the linked street with it, which were frequented with a visible less                 
amount of people (pictures with orange and green dots).  
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It was able to discover that the slope has an important role when it comes to people choosing a                   
street to walk and use more on a daily basis. People, especially elderly, prefer to use a long path with                    
proper inclination, compared with a short one that has a high inclination. The street “Santa Catarina”                
had a generally  walkable slope, but there are even other criteria that influence walkability. 

As a criterion, topography should not be neglected. In order to achieve useful sidewalks, it is                
important to take into consideration and to reflect on all users of the street, including elderly, people                 
with wheelchairs or strollers. Is indispensable that the walkway to be easy and free of barriers or                 
complications for human welfare. Is important for the path connection to be easy and free of barriers                 
or complications for people. 

  

 

3.1.4. PAVING  
 

Cities are not car centric, there are other features to pay attention to. Paving is a factor to be                   
considered that influences people to choose the path they want to follow. It depends on the reasons                 
you are designing in order to choose the right materials. There can be different walkable streets, for                 
children, socializing, leisure, exercising, going to work, protesting.  

Walking contains a low priority while designing the cities and in many cases is mistreated,               
thus this would lead with poor materialized areas and hence walkability tends to be significantly               
lower. Streets are over-scaled and frequently lack sidewalks in order to reduce construction and              
maintenance costs (Forsyth, Southworth, 2008). The aim of having a friendly build environment             
incorporates lowering the height of curbs in order to be easily accessible by people in wheelchairs.                
Even cobbles paving makes it very difficult for them to access their city and this results in people in                   
wheelchairs being more unsocialised. Equality in urbanized areas must be essential, and the aspiration              
of walkability is distinctly to offer social justice.  

Paving should evolve just like everything else. Cobblestones, sand, loose gravel, and an             
uneven ground surface are in most cases unsuitable, especially for those who have walking difficulties               
(Gehl, 1971). Cobblestone has slightly rounded tops and is quite awkward to walk on. The materials                
used to build sidewalks are often very slippery after it rains. If the sidewalk is slippery after wet or not                    
accessible there is no need to be beautiful without functionality on it. Members of many senior                
population groups were found to be at risk of being hit in traffic or injured in falls due to the poor                     
conditions of the pavements (OECD, 2019). Especially for people with walking difficulties these             
circumstances, such as wet and slippery pavements, water, snow and slush are very discommode.  

Urban designers should be obliged to treat people better than cars. There are many cases when                
as soon as people see no cars in the street, they are tempted to use the roads for walking, running,                    
people with strollers or wheelchairs. This is a problem of the way we rehash our pavement and which                  
holds a priority when it comes to designing. Urban space is defined by sidewalks and its quality,                 
streetscapes and destinations. Streetscapes should encourage activity on the sidewalks, like outdoor            
cafes, clear windows for shops, or other design elements in order to reduce crimes (Zuniga-Terann. et                
al., 2016).  

Mistreated and uneven pavements are often occupying our walkway, in many cases it is being               
considered as an acceptable sidewalk. If a person would fall as a consequence of uneven pavements, it                 
would be perceived as a thought that a person was not paying attention, and not as a doubt for the built                     
materials used in the sidewalk and their appropriateness. Cobblestone is a traditional materialization of              
pedestrian’s path which tends to have a long life and is a budget saver. When it comes to functionality                   
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for pedestrians, this type of pavement tends to be impractical for people with disabilities, strollers, or                
simply walking, noteworthy these are very slippery when wet.  

Focusing on the road, the United States Environmental Protection Agency, suggested that            
designing for cars by offering permeable paving help in reducing the amount of water and give an                 
illusion of a narrow street and therefore help to calm traffic. Hence, this type of pavement used on                  
roads might have better function (Figure 5). 

A sidewalk should not be seen as only walking space, but a space where you can live and                  
perform different activities. Designing it should be done in a way that daily activities can be                
accomplished in a walking distance. 

 

 

Figure 5-  Cobblestone pavement for cars 

Source: [author] 
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3.2. PATH CONTEXT  
 

Cars are one of the main factors which contribute to high ozone concentration and the               
greenhouse effect, thus this leads to health issues or environmental issues. On the other hand,               
controlled car ownership, street connectivity, mixed land uses, higher density are associated with             
lower emissions of oxides of nitrogen. Car owners altogether with urban designers are contributing to               
uncontrolled urban sprawl. All these concerns about urban sprawl, global warming and the health, and               
social effects of an automobile-dominated transportation system have rekindled interest in walkability,            
especially over the past 15 years (Cortright, 2009). 

Redound in walkability based on human perspective in order to achieve useful public spaces              
and liveability in our cities. Offering people enclosure cities, imageability, transparency, parks, proper             
noise levels, human scale environments, complex and diverse streets, landscape features, urban            
furniture, proportion of the street walls while having a sight in the first floor windows, public art, etc.                  
as an approach for a sustainable life. 

Modernism relied independently of history, culture or geography and now the environment            
approaches humanitarian goals. The circumstances which set the path include the way that land use is                
divided and its priorities, diversity which cities offer, eye visual transparency between public and              
private space and dwelling density. It is established that such a way of planning creates dependence on                 
cars and helps in disassociation among humans. A few people can spend a day without frequenting at                 
least one sidewalk. Nonetheless, sidewalks allow individual or collective people to break the             
stereotypes and to approach equality. For Jane Jacobs, sidewalks were active sites of socialization and               
pleasure, and this social interaction kept neighborhoods safe and controlled (Laukaitou-Sideris,           
Ehrenfeucht, 2009).  

In many suburban areas, developers avoided the expenses which sidewalk requires to be             
constructed and left the roads without pedestrian paths. Nonetheless, urban planners failed to request              
for sidewalks. Even when sidewalks were built, suburbanites rarely used them because they needed              
their cars to reach schools, banks, grocery stores, and other everyday destinations (Laukaitou-Sideris,             
Ehrenfeucht, 2009). 

Common causes and concerns can bring people together, and urban sidewalks have provided             
the space for people to unite—whether to cope with a tragedy such as a terrorist attack or a beloved                   
president’s assassination, respond to violence, or demand the end of a war (Laukaitou-Sideris,             
Ehrenfeucht, 2009). Urban development should be able to think for a sustainable future and to               
approach crucial factors which are accommodation of both houses and unhoused residents, and all              
necessary activities.  

Path context elaborates conditions that the sidewalk must contain. Including the separation of             
the land use, the diversity that is present in the area, transparency between indoor and outdoor spaces                 
and dwelling density with its importance of accessibility and facades.  

 

 

3.2.1. LAND USE 
 

Urban sprawl is one of the main concerns of today's urbanisation. Car dependence affects              
urban sprawl, and this leads to a lack of integration of land-use and public transport planning at the                  
metropolitan level (OECD, 2019)  
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Urban sprawl is characterized by land use separation, single-family homes as the main             
residential land use, curvilinear roads, and lots of cul-de-sacs (McKinney, 2014). The urban sprawl              
contributes to air pollution through cars, it increases traffic accidents, decreases physical activity             
which may lead to problematic health like overweight, obesity and cardiovascular risk and also mental               
health like stress or social isolation. As a response to urban sprawl there is walkability, mixed use and                  
compact cities, connectivity, diversity, quality of architecture, and urban design, green areas. Land use              
characteristics influence people’s activities: the choices they make about where to live, work and              
spend leisure time is based on organized land. Living in a city and being able to have access to                   
everything that the city has to offer. 

An environment which is built to simulate the use of cars, and travel speed, it reduces the                 
opportunity for active transportation and that is an indicator of personal and environmental problems.              
If the built environment affects physical activity, it is reasonable to expect it to affect weight as well                  
(Frank, et al., 2006). The urban planning and zoning apparently is doing a poor job of protecting                 
public health, safety and welfare of people. For example, a survey of 10,898 people in Atlanta,                
Georgia (Frank, Andresen, & Schmid, 2004), showed that each additional hour spent in a car per day                 
was associated with a 6% increase in the odds of being obese, while each additional kilometer walked                 
per day was associated with a 4.8% reduction in the odds of being obese (Frank, et al., 2006). The                   
connection of walkability with land use is not so clear and there is space for more needed research.  

Investing on the road is neither a sustainable option nor is a solution for congestion. In order                 
to offer sustainability without many side effects, walkability should be leading as a mode of transport                
in our cities. A walkable space brings liveability in pathways. Depending on the space, the one hour                 
lunch can be enjoyed in two completely different ways (Figure 6).  

 

 

Figure 6-  One hour lunch in two different places 
Source: [Author, Google Image] 

 

Depending on how the space is divided, and offering parks for recreation of the neighborhood,               
is an indicator for a walkable community. It is crucial to understand that recreational facilities, in order                 
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to be functional, are important to understand the path connection. Figure 7 elaborates the importance               
of urban planning and its influence especially to walkers. The center located park is surrounded by                
residential buildings, but since it is gated it lowers the walkability in the area. The length of the park                   
reaches around 450m with 290m wide.  

The creation of the gated park is not suitable for pedestrians if the space is used for walking.                  
The justification of the park with a long block, might help more in dependence on cars. Lengthwise of                  
the park's block, is an indicator that makes pedestrians walk way more if they want to reach the                  
destination on the other side of the park, and this is because of the lack of paths and connectivity while                    
planning. Thus, it is noteworthy to focus on all criteria that walkability comprise. Is important to have                 
open spaces for neighborhoods, but more important is to be a functional one. 

 

 
Figure 7-  A park is not always welcomed in a city! 

Source: [Author, Google Earth] 

 
 

3.2.2. DIVERSITY  
The land use can be integrated or segregated. An integrated zone tends to collaborate activities               

in a specific area. While a segregated one implies a separation between the functions and thus groups                 
that are different from one another. Modernism has put a low priority on public spaces, they rejected                 
the city space, shifting their focus to individual buildings (Gehl, 2010).  

Designing a flexible space is a trend nowadays. People do not drive cars because they live in                  
low-diversity environments, but they choose to live in low-density environments because they like to              
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drive cars and want a residential location that facilitates this (Bertolini, 2014). Attractive cities are               
characterised with variety and diversity of uses and activities. 

An integrated zone allows people to get involved in different mixed use areas. Land use mix                
offers variety in a neighborhood. The separation of the land use started in the early ‘20th when urban                  
planners separated different zones for different purposes based on their functionality with the intent of               
improving slums, isolating residents from commercial zones and industrial ones. Essential things that             
people do and thus need: Sleep, eat, work, shop, worship, assemble, study, more or less this is all                  
summed up. Creating a mixed community in order to be able to eat, work and live without the                  
requirement of dependence on a car. Living in a diverse environment gives people more options to                
achieve day - to - day activities at a scheduled time. 

Studies show that low density land development and disconnected street networks encourage            
auto dependence (Frank, et al., 2006). As e criteria of walkability, land use mix is the opposite of what                   
it used to be. Offering a variety of activities in the same zone, like transit stops, groceries, public                  
spaces, etc. is what sustainability aims, the creation of a walkable mixed use town.  

Walkability is a product of both: public and private collaboration. The public sector dictates              
the land use framework, regulating the location and composition of commercial land use and the types                
and density of housing units (Cortright, 2009). The public sector is also responsible for streets and                
sidewalks and choosing the number, size and location of important destinations i.e., schools and parks               
(Cortright, 2009). Thereby, the way that the city is planned and designed is essential. Around 64% of                 
people choose the city before the company or the job (Claris, et al., 2016).  

Outdoor activities are greatly influenced by a physical environment. Shaping the land use with              
a variety of small businesses and closer to residence areas in order to have walking within distance of                  
less than 10-min talk or around 800m. Many sidewalks have overlapping purposes, and this creates               
diversity which withdraws people on the streets.  

Because of the diversity, most of our sidewalks encounters tend to be trouble free and more                
pleasant thus useful. People tend to enjoy diverse open spaces, open air markets, and coffee shops.                
Walkable neighborhoods must include a variety of land use in order to encourage walking. People               
would walk less if there is no purpose out of it and by offering areas more convenient with diversity                   
open an opportunity for pedestrianisation.  

The appeal of choice of being able to live, work, recreate, shop and find solitude in a single                  
area is what sustainability aims. Examples have been given a direct correlation between the scope of                
outdoor activities and frequency of interaction among neighbors (Gehl, 1971). This is a factor that               
influences people to use the outdoors and this leads to more confrontation between people, thus               
greetings are more likely to be exchanged. 

 
 

3.2.3. TRANSPARENCY 
 

Transparency shows the visual aspect in our urban spaces. While walking is important to have               
a clear vision in different areas, since this creates more open and welcoming places for people. Also,                 
safety in the area is on a higher scale. The wall between a house which is a private sector and sidewalk                     
can not be taller than a human eye to reach the first floor window. Otherwise the walk in public areas                    
would neither be interesting nor useful. In this monotonous path people tend to use cars, and not to be                   
present of what the city has to offer. The isolation from the private sector, in some cases, is creating                   
consequences for people to have an outdoor isolation by choosing a car as a mood of transport. 
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Creating transparency between public and private spaces. This is reachable through windows,            
while a person is walking in a pedestrianized area, can have an idea about the private space without                  
having to enter individually inside each building. Stores, cafes and bars should always have a clear                
transparency for people. Transparency stands more for clearness in people’s mind, and attempting to              
exclude confusion and lostness in our public areas. 

Transparency is hypothesized that the design of the building to be in a way in which people                 
from inside can observe the street encourages people to walk by increasing the perception of safety. 

Being able to see what is going on inside the building is also an invitation for people. Having                  
had the opportunity to open the buildings and create transparency between open and closed space, it is                 
an invitation for people to frequent more urban spaces. Therefore, this leads to greatly assists people in                 
participating in communication between each other. 

 

 
Figure 8-  Collaboration of transparency between public and private sector 

Source: [Author] 
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3.2.4. DWELLING DENSITY 
 

This criteria of walkability, puts effort directly at residential buildings in a walkable             
neighborhood. The main purpose is to represent the residential unit per land use. The more walkable                
the space, the higher value contains for the dwelling density (McKinney, 2014). A walkable and               
sustainable city aims for variety and mixed land use, is a place where the groups come together as                  
communities. 

Sidewalks facilitate both expected and unexpected people, hereby the way the city articulates              
walkability is substantial. Urban design is about making connections between people and places. The              
smallest blocks increase the accessibility of the neighborhood, when the opposite, the large blocks              
create long roads and it would withhold the route choices. Having a block size too large, automatically                 
would lower the value of connectivity. A good accessible neighborhood has small blocks with a short                
distance between the intersections (Figure 9). Furthermore, safety inclines to be present in this type of                
planning. Thus, lowering the block size, increases the safety for pedestrians (Speck, 2018).             

  

Figure 9-  Shorter blocks allow higher access in public spaces 
Source: [Author] 

 

As Jane Jacobs has observed, walkability is at the heart of urban vibrancy, short blocks,               
population density and diversity and a mix of uses, building types and ages that all play out in a                   
“sidewalk ballet” (Jacobs, 1961, Cortright, 2009). Thus, the more blocks there are present more roads               
but longer blocks automatically lowered the value of the street since it creates physical separation.               
Paths separate the residentials zones in between, allowing people to walk through and creating short               
and compact blocks. On the other hand, a long blank, long tall wall separates public and private also                  
has a low transparency and is not readable.  

The design of facades or adjacent areas also provides possibilities for influencing the             
concentration of activities and the intensity of experience for those who pass by on the sidewalk (Gehl,                 
1971). It's not only parking which is boring, there are many uninvited buildings fronting the sidewalk.                
Having poorly articulated facades result with a monotonous and unpleasant walk for most people and               
it decreases the value of the street itself (Figure 10). The best examples are in the historic towns where                   
people tend to walk more, explore through short blocks and enjoy the city. Historic zones tend to be                  
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very attractive for people, since they contain much diversity and complexity in their facades (Figure               
11). 

 

 

Figure 10- Detailed and “clean” facades.  
Source: [Author] 

 

Articulated facades carry a significant role in and for the city. Design of the details pays an                 
important role to keep pedestrians in public spaces. Good cities for staying out have irregular facades                
and a variety of support in their outdoor space (Gehl, 1971). 

Offering many buildings rather than a few, has the tendency to increase walkability and its               
criteria in the neighborhood. Creating a variety of architectural neighborhood designs with pieces of              
tradition and diversity, would ring a bell for those who prefer walking, and hence have a tendency to                  
be an accepted area by its citizens. A colorful facade, a crafted poetry, a message, a part of history                   
would make a difference. 

An ideal walkable area creates a balance on buildings between housing and jobs. In order to                 
promote contact between people in a neighborhood, it is suggested to keep the short distance between                
residential buildings and pedestrians, removing the walls, lowering the speed in the zone. Narrow units               
with many doors might attract way more people rather than long facades with few entrances. Jan Gehl                 
(1971) in his book, life between buildings he explains that while buildings are narrow, the street length                 
is shortened, thus the walking distances are reduced, and street life is enhanced.  

Cities should not appear and be shaped accidentally. All different heights and shapes of              
buildings downtown must be planned and projected on a human scale. Urban areas exist to serve                
human needs. 
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Figure 11-  Facades in Urban Areas (Porto, Portugal) 

Source: [Author] 
 
 
 

3.3. PATH’S QUALITY  
 

Pedestrianisation is overriding, regardless of geographical location. The measears are based           
upon aesthetics, safety and ease of movement (Jaskiewicz, 2001). There are different factors to              
consider while analyzing and improving the quality of the path, protection, comfort, enjoyment,             
functionality, design. While planning is crucial to get the pedestrian network right, followed by an               
aesthetic element, because only comfort and safety is not enough. The way we design our city                
influences people to choose a living place. Hence, sustainability and liveability are the lead debates               
now. 

The presence of public spaces along pedestrian routes, breaks up the routine and ensures              
attractiveness of the walk (Jaskiewicz, 2001). Creating a space while aiming for the contribution of a                
unique experience for citizens with the interaction between the form and life, and offering varied               
rooflines, different materials and decor, overhangs and places to be. 

There are many present problems which a pedestrian encounters daily, missing crosswalks,            
pavements uneven and rutted, the lack of handicap ramps, hills are steep and frequent, drivers speed is                 
high in many roads. A project implemented in Seattle started to change minor urban problems, like                
road signals, traffic calming, sidewalk repairs, and trail networks and it had an amazing influence on                
walkability (McKinney, 2014). Dealing with small tasks might have a huge influence too in the favor                
of pedestrians. The project is still active and it continues today and several cities are following the                 
same example (McKinney, 2014).  

An urban environment is an acceptable place for all different people regardless of age, gender               
or economic status. As an open space should be able to accommodate and hold forth different                
purposes. The author Jeff Speck (2018) created a separation of what to expect from a public space                 
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based on the type of people who use it. There are different groups to be expected in a public spaces                    
like: 

▪ The everyday users: People that lives and works in the area 
▪ The visitors/customers: people that visits the functions in the area 
▪ The passers-by, pedestrians in transit: people passing through the area 
▪ The recreational visitors: people that visit the area because the public space is delightful/to              

use the public space in relation to recreation, pleasure, exercise, play… 
▪ The visitors to events: people that visit the public space because of special events. 

 

Focused on expected people to use the sidewalk, the quality of the path includes the quality of                 
the walkability and not quantity of it. Shaping the city with areas as suitable and functional as possible                  
by defining our aims. There is much more to walking than walking (Gehl, 2010), you can just walk,                  
walk and talk, walk and watch or walk and stop.  

Creating a community hub is part of a scope of sustainable cities too, the same space used for                  
different activities, regardless of what is the need of people. Community hub encourage people to               
gather and more cohesive and resilient communities. Vision and planning matter and if you obtain               
the right design, people will walk in almost any climate (Speck, 2012).  

Path’s quality is related more with walking for recreation. Based on a study made in Tucson,                
walking for recreation was stronger than walking to reach the desirable point. As a study pointed if                 
someone is walking to reach a destination, it is important that they have access to short routes, that the                   
origin and destination be in close proximity that walking and biking infrastructure is available and               
have traffic safety and that they have the impression that they can be easily observed by other                 
members of the public (Zuniga-Terann. et al., 2016). Improving the quality of the pedestrian network               
should be a crucial element for cities. The poor quality of the pedestrian environment has had negative                 
implications in terms of pedestrian safety (OECD, 2019). 

There are myriad impractical obstacles and issues active in our sidewalk which we confront              
everyday, and now they are part of our daily routes. The poor quality of pedestrian crossings and                 
pavements, lack of clear visual street signs represent a significant barrier to access for citizens to                
various types of services. Obstacles included: bicycle racks, street furniture, greenery, shop displays,             
terraces. Crowds, narrow sidewalks and obstacles are in poor walkability conditions (OECD, 2019).             
Figure 12 shows how our actual space is divided. The sidewalk does not accommodate only               
pedestrians, hence while planning, it should take into consideration all the other factors that are               
present and face the everyday walkers. Studies have concluded that walking for recreation is              
significantly correlated with greenspaces, experience, traffic safety, sidewalks (Zuniga-Terann. et al.,           
2016).  

This chapter puts more focus on the elements of the sidewalk that pedestrians confront daily.               
It comprehends the width of the sidewalk, traffic signs, trees, lighting and importance of the creation                
of a buffer zone.  
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Figure 12-  Occupation of the sidewalk 
Source: [Author] 

 
 

3.3.1. WIDTH 
 

The width of the sidewalks, is another indicator that influences the choices of people when it                
comes to walking. The assumption that everyone moves around the city by car is leading to many                 
untreated zones. In the era choked by cars, pedestrianism is not an option in many cases. Widening                 
roads in the name of congestion, and creating narrow sidewalks often unpaved or there are cases                
without pathways is neither sustainable nor good for society. 

Requesting for a minimum width of the road in order to slow the speed of cars and welcome                  
pedestrians otherwise with large roads, cars tend to move faster and this automatically reduces the               
desire to pedestrianise in that area.  

The war between the businesses that compete directly to occupy more sidewalks is present.              
This thesis tries to highlight the importance of the sidewalk itself, by giving pedestrians proper               
walking space with a clear width and without incorporating businesses, traffic signs, urban benches, or               
other obstacles. The creation of the sidewalks was in order to accommodate pedestrians, but that's not                
the only use of it now. In the social aspects, sidewalks are being used for protests, events, businesses,                  
activities, gatherings, etc.  

When it comes to safety sidewalk design has almost nothing to do with pedestrian safety               
(Speck, 2012). The author Jeff Specks elaborates that pedestrian advocates for a wider sidewalk but               
that is irrelevant, what makes it safe is not the width, is the physical separation with parked cars, trees                   
or creation of a buffer zone. The concern is that cars are welcomed even to jump on the curb. The                    
sidewalk is shared with solid objects like signs and no matter the size of the footpath, it will still serve                    
for the needs of car owners. Though unwilling, pedestrians do find themselves sharing that tightened               
sidewalk, with signs, business advertisements, urban furniture etc. This sends a clear message to              
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pedestrians, sidewalks do not belong to them. Hence, the width is important to accommodate              
pedestrians, but functionality must be present and this does not interfere with safety for pedestrians. 

In order to create a walkable place, a project was made in Bangalore when they created extra                  
wide pavements on both sides of the road. Despite the fact that a few people complained too wide, it is                    
undeniable that the city has more pedestrians than road traffic (Rao, 2015). Nevertheless changing              
mindsets in a diverse city of millions of people is a slow process, but definitely not starting is not an                    
option (Rao, 2015).  

The figure below elaborates the importance of the width that sidewalks carry. It is related               
directly with the safety and comfort that people feel on sidewalks. Also, the larger the width of the                  
sidewalk, the more people tend to use it. Thus widening the sidewalks in the name of the pedestrians is                   
more likely for people to frequent outdoor spaces and create a vivid area in urban spaces. 

 

 
Figure 13-  What offers a narrow versus a large sidewalk for the city 

Source: [Author] 
 
 

3.3.2. SIGNS 
 

Eversince the speed of cars started to increase, the need for the separation between moving               
vehicles and pedestrians was mandatory, and so was the need for signs. Traffic lights are installations                
that operate through power and they serve a cars’ need in order to prevent accidents. They also inform                  
pedestrians when it's their right to cross the road. 

The sidewalks are not only narrow, but quite often are occupied with obstacles or signs which                
they serve to cars on the road (Figure 14). In some cases, the traffic signs stay green in less than a                     
minute, on the larger roads. This results with a few people, especially elderly, not being able to cross it                   
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until its end within that amount of time. Waiting times on pedestrians green lights should be kept at                  
their minimums. 

 

 
Figure 14-  The width and occupation of the sidewalk  

Source: [Author] 
 
 

Street signs are present to control the speed of cars in order to protect pedestrians. In some                 
cities in Europe there are experimenting about shared space streets. It is an area which is shared                 
between different modes of transport, so pedestrians and cars move in the same space. An example is                 
already made in Poyton, United Kingdom, when in the street all the traffic signs were removed, thus                 
the driving and walking had no speed limit. If pedestrians and cars would collaborate in this space, it                  
actually might be safer.  
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Figure 15-  Shared Space Movement (Poynton, United Kingdom) 

Source: (Kohlstedt, 2017) 
 
In theory, shared spaces work well for pedestrians, allowing them to follow their desired path               

while walking (Kohlstedt, 2017). This led with more careful drivers and hereupon the annual accidents               
in the area dropped from eight to one per year (Kohlstedt, 2017). Figure 15, represents the free                 
movement of pedestrians in Poynton. A street without signs gives pedestrians a priority, and based on                
this case study, the movement was chaotic, but also safer. It made cars drive carefully and slower,                 
which automatically increases pedestrian safety in urban areas. There is an issue that shared spaces               
might not work for all communities, especially in heavy traffic zones, when pedestrian safety might be                
in danger.  

 
  

3.3.3. TREES 
 

This chapter will be elaborated and discussed about street trees by highlighting their priority              
when it comes to sustainability in urban areas. Trees represent one of the most vital urban elements in                  
our cities. Street trees provide a great value for urban space with plenty of benefits, thus this put trees                   
in a position of being a default asset of urban spaces. 

Investing on street trees might be costful, but the benefits are virtuous. For planting and               
maintenance of the first three years, a single street tree costs around $250-600, but its return is over                  
$90,000 of direct benefits and not including aesthetic, social in the lifetime of the tree (Burden, 2006).                 
Also the presence of street trees automatically adds value to businesses or homes. The home prices                
increase by nine percent automatically if they are trees nearby according to a study conducted by the                 
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University of Pennsylvania (Speck, 2012). Hence, this investment is a long term and a long time profit                 
for cities.  

Benefits that trees contain are countless. Paying attention to global warming, trees comprise a              
significant effect in reducing the harm of gas emission. Other benefits that come out of the street trees                  
include the reduction of ambient temperatures, absorb rainwater and tailpipe emissions, provide UV             
protection and limit the effects of wind (Speck, 2012). Urban heat island is a city area which is                  
significantly warmer than other parts of the city. Planting more proper tree cover might largely               
eliminate the urban heat island effect.  

Trees also contribute to ecosystem service, and they payroll in many benefits such as rain, sun                
heat and skin protection. When it rains the 30 percent of a drop is absorbed directly by the leaves                   
(Speck, 2012). Hence, its implementation in urban areas, would positively affect the citizens.  

The author Jeff Spec at his book Walkable City, How Downtown Can Save America One               
Step at a Time, classified the areas with trees to be safer than those without trees (Burden, 2006).                  
Trees improve the overall emotional and psychological health and have a calming effect on people.               
Street trees as a criterion of walkability, also they indicate pedestrians to use more public spaces. It has                  
been documented that the greenness of the built environment influences walking for recreation             
(Zuniga-Terann. et al., 2016). 

Generally street trees are places each 15-30 feet (Burden, 2006). Street trees reduce the urban                
traffic speed and might help in car crashes since they create a vertical wall and frame the edges of the                    
street itself. Thus, the separation between cars and pedestrians is physical (distinguishing between two              
environments), and a walking environment is safer. This creates an important quality of life.              
Furthermore, street trees allow parking spaces. In many cases trees can stop a car that has hopped the                  
curb. A study made in Toronto found that a street with trees or vertical features correlate with a five to                    
twenty percent decline in midblock crashes (Speck, 2012). Another study about the benefits of the               
street trees is made by the engineer Walter Kulash, which found out that driving in a treeless street is                   
perceived to be significantly longer than an equal-length drive on a street with trees (Speck, 2012). 

It's not that trees have only thermal comfort, an important role is that they create a visual clue                   
of how fast the car is going. In this way, they might protect pedestrians from fatalities. Hence, trees                  
being present in an urban area, is an indicator and thus criteria of walkable places. Furthermore, street                 
trees lower urban temperatures when asphalt and concrete streets tend to increase it from 3 to 7                 
degrees (Burden, 2006). All these benefits directly influence the quality of life in a city. Trees are                 
essential for pedestrian comfort. Studies have concluded that the share of a street tree can add 40-60%                 
more urban life to the pavement (Burden, 2006). Trees improve the sense of an enclosure.  

With all these enhancements increasing directly the quality of the city, it could consider              
irresponsibility to the community not to invest in trees. We are on the way to understanding the                 
importance of this because sustainable communities cannot be imagined without green features. Trees             
have different life spans, and some species can live for hundreds and even thousands of years. Street                 
trees offer prestige to wealthy neighborhoods with a better air quality. 
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3.3.4. LIGHTING 
“To be away from home and yet to feel oneself everywhere at home; to see the world, to be at the                     
center of the world, and yet to remain hidden from the world”  Charles Baudelaire (1863)  

 

The main purpose of lighting is to make objects and pedestrians near the road visible to                
drivers. Lighting offers a visual quality of public spaces and helps in reducing fatalities on people after                 
dark. It demonstrates an installation which provides a sufficient high level of visual performance for               
cars and pedestrians during the night (Bullough, Skinner, 2015). Public spaces should function even in               
the period of darkness and lighting is crucial. 

Public spaces are areas which everyone can have access to and are always available when you                
need them. Lighting is essential and an absolute goal while designing public space. Pedestrian              
experience entails much more than traveling from one point to the other. Urban planning is the                
marriage between people and the place which is tenable in its design. It influences behaviours and                
interactions. 

Lighting expresses the effect of safety both in criminal activity and protection from cars. The               
lack of lighting in urban areas leads to a few people using the outdoor spaces during the dusk, because                   
of the fear of unsafety. By improving the walkability and system of public transportation, would lead                
to more people using the urbanized zones and the fear would no longer be present. 

During dusk, dawn or at night is a higher percentage of pedestrian deaths. There are different                 
outdoor urban pedestrian lighting among others the authors Bullough and Skinner (2015) on their              
research Demonstrating Urban Outdoor Lighting for Pedestrian Safety and Security, highlights           
essentiality that  lighting contains as:  

▪ To support the safety of pedestrians, particularly those who interact with adjacent car traffic 
▪ To enhance pedestrians' perceptions of personal safety and security 
▪ To assist pedestrians in identifying the appropriate locations for crossing the street and other              

aids to wayfinding 
 

A study made in Switzerland, shows a crosswalking lighting technique which uses a vertical              
illuminance criterion in order to help define the amount of light which must be placed on a pedestrian                  
to make them visible. This study has the potential to reduce the number of pedestrian fatalities in                 
which lead with 67% of lowering pedestrian deaths (Hasson, et al., 2002). Lighting conditions are               
essential and mandatory in all public areas in some cases these are being linked with pedestrian                
fatalities too. By offering a safe neighborhood, it opens the opportunity for increased levels of               
walkability even during dusk or night. Better light also means a warm and friendly city (Gehl, 1971). 
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Figure 16 -  The use of public spaces at night 

Source: [Author] 
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3.3.5. THE CREATION OF A BUFFER ZONE 
 

We use sidewalks as: leisure, flaneur, homeless residents, protests and many other activities             
take place here. Attendance of barriers is almost always present on sidewalks. Even though in many                
cases it is smaller than a street, the sidewalk serves for many more purposes. Besides walking, our                 
footpath is occupied for tables and coffees, traffic signs, bollards, and in many cases is used for                 
running. Refining the division in the sidewalk, it incorporates the frontage zone, walking area,              
furniture zone and buffer zone with a curb.  

This thesis elaborates walkability, and separating frontage area, furniture and bollard from            
walking is fundamental in order to treat walkability with the same equality and importance as vehicles                
roads. This chapter tries to highlight that the creation of the buffer zone is not part of the sidewalk or                    
part of the road, it's a creation of a neutral zone, used for both necessities, pedestrians or cars.  

The creation of a buffer zone is a solid way for separation between cars and people. It might                  
be a foregone conclusion, since it actually improves safety between pedestrians and moving cars. It               
enhances pedestrian safety and comfort with placement of solid objects and the distance amid fast               
moving cars and pedestrians. In many cases, usually in busy commercial districts, a buffer is               
represented as on-street parking gives a sufficient barrier.  

The author Burden (2006), in his book, urban street trees, supported the creation of a buffer                
zone with trees in order to reduce crashes and injuries on urban roadways and to have a beneficial and                   
to reap the benefits that trees provide. Parking cars act as a buffer zone as well. Allowing on a street                    
parking, creates a physical separation between moving vehicles and pedestrians.  

Supporting the creation of a buffer zone, approaches two different modes of transport with              
different speed levels collaborating in the same area. In order to create a much safer environment for                 
pedestrians, supported the creation of a buffer zone which might reduce crashes by 50% or more                
(Burden, 2006). The main aim of the buffer zone is to create safety for pedestrians. 

 
 

3.4. SAFETY 
Trust in the city 

 

More important than buildings in the city is the creation between the buildings, is that public                
shared part. And offering a lively, enjoyable public environment is the key for a great city. A used                  
public space is what makes a city come alive, but for a space to be used among others safety is                    
indispensable. Safety as one of the most important criteria of walkability has a direct impact on the                 
lives of people. The crucial aim is to bring cities closer to zero death target.  

There is a misunderstanding of what makes people safe. Main roads, highways or heavy traffic               
with several lanes are not considered pedestrian friendly. Traffic deaths of all kinds have been rising                
and especially pedestrian deaths are making a growing scale of all the traffic deaths. Around 80% of                 
road fatalities in European area, falls on pedestrians, cyclists and motorcyclists are the most vulnerable               
road users (OECD, 2019) 

Policies which support car dependent communities, result in having usually more road safety             
problems. Car dependence requires large traffic infrastructure and even the risk is more present. Over               
three-quarters of the population in the European Union lives in urban areas (UN, 2018) and over 9 000                  
people were killed on urban roads in 2017 (OECD, 2019). By reducing the dominance of the car                 
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traffic, the danger would be reduced, and the people would feel safer and more confidential while                
walking. Thus, this helps in diminishing social isolation which is resulting as a consequence of a lack                 
of social network. 

Life between buildings is what matters and our space influences our behaviour. The enhanced              
provision for people to be able to walk safely in our cities, should be present. The attributes associated                  
with walkability may also have the capacity to improve safety and decrease crime (Gilderbloom, et al.,                
2014). Pedestrian safety is essential and never enough. Being a pedestrian these days might cause a                
risk of death, injury or disability. 

Safety is associated with urban form density. Studies reveal that mortality is 20% lower where               
density doubles (OECD, 2019). The new actions and laws are focusing on a framework to draw                
attention to pedestrian safety. And by ensuring safety, walking will be encouraged and more likely to                
be treated as a mode of transportation. There are different actions taking place in our cities like traffic                  
safety, aiming a slow traffic culture in order to achieve safe space for pedestrians. Creation of cycle                 
areas which based on studies they have the lowest total road mortality (OECD, 2019).  

These days in many cities, the use of the sidewalk is mostly to accommodate pedestrians, but                
this definitely does not mean that safety is accomplished. Even on the sidewalk you are not completely                 
free. Notwithstanding that safety is the most essential criteria and yet not enough to make people walk. 

The relationship between urban form density, speed and road users risk requires more              
investigation. Nevertheless, not only urban form density affects safety, so do dead end streets and               
especially the speed of vehicles which directly affect the safety for pedestrians. Divided in two parts,                
safety chapter encloses, dead end streets and speed coming from vehicles. Dead ends will treat the                
influence which urban design has on pedestrians’ safety. Speed of cars is another factor that has direct                 
control on the life of people. Sidewalks are part of the roadway which separate and protect pedestrians                 
from cars. 

  

 

3.4.1. DEAD ENDS 
 

We judge the city based on its streets. If the streets of the city are dangerous, we say that the                    
city is dangerous the same happens for the opposite. The development of urban areas by focusing on                 
overseeing the dead ends in streets is the main failure covered by this part.  

Road danger is the main barrier between people walking or cycling or letting children travel               
independently. In many cases this is an indicator that creates dependence on cars. A cul de sac way of                   
planning decreases the safety for people while the gridiron with its continually paths links holds a                
higher value of safety. This would create even independence for people. A six years old kid from a                  
well developed urban area as above mentioned Barcelona's mobility plan, is able to play outside               
without the precaution of a childminder, because of the safety which is present in an urbanized area.                 
Safer streets encourage people to walk more in a cleaner and healthier environment. 

In dead end streets people tend to feel more threatened especially while dusk or in an                
unfamiliar open space. Dead end streets are a result of poor designing and this led to undesirable                 
feeling of unsafety in urban areas. The unsuccessful areas lack mutual support between cars and               
pedestrians (Speck, 2012). This affects the number of crimes in the area.  

The network which roads have, does not necessarily lead to traffic deaths, the lack of safety                
leads to it. More people walking on the streets, it increases the feeling of safety and is a signal of an                     
interesting area, thus it pays an important social beneficial factor too. The theory that more roads bring                 
more cars can be related also with more sidewalks opening the opportunity for more people walking.                
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Bringing people in public spaces increases automatically the perception of safety and personal             
confidence. In Glasgow, 70% of the people who felt safe to walk after dark were more likely to walk                   
at least five times per week (Frank, et al., 2006). 

Urban design strengthens or weakens the values of the place. Walking is not only about safety,                
there are many unused sidewalks. Clearly there is much more in walkability. More efforts should be                
put in when it comes to road networks and mapping the streets for people. A poor quality of crossing                   
signs, pavements and bad visual of pedestrian’s signs guide in a significant barrier of access for people                 
to various types of services (OECD, 2019).  

Safety is essential and crucial in urban areas, especially walkable spaces. Safety from traffic is               
highly related to walking for recreation since pedestrian infrastructure is hypothesized as important for              
walkability (Zuniga-Terann. et al., 2016). Further, street activities play an important role of safety on               
the street. They invite more people to frequent outdoors, reduce vehicle speeds, or even block them for                 
a certain amount of time, which increases the safety in the area. 

There are many steps to be considered when it comes to pedestrian safety. Separating              
pedestrians from other traffic, lowering car speed through traffic calming, improving lighting            
especially around pedestrian crossings, creating pedestrian only zones, having an incessant street            
network and lowering the dead end streets in urban areas. Pedestrian safety is a shared responsibility                
to all the users and especially to governments and their partners to draw attention to specific needs of                  
pedestrians through legislation and laws in order to protect its citizens and reduce pedestrians’ deaths               
or injuries (WHO, 2013).  

There are many local levels to contemplate and apply on safety criteria, like sustainable              
mobility, urban planning, traffic calming and not necessarily to rely on car manufacturing in order to                
provide safety.  

 
 

3.4.2. SPEED 
 

In order to encourage walking, there is an essential and careful attention to be paid in comfort                 
and safety of pedestrians. Urbanism isn't about the beauty of speed. The streets are choked by cars.  

Transport speed and land use are related with each other and contribute to density and               
diversity. The creation of cars contributed to the elimination of the slow time (Bertolini, 2014).               
Redounding for more cars, in our urban areas, can lead to reduction of pedestrianisation at all. The                 
figure below (Figure 17), elaborates that car environment which is characterised by high speed and               
low capacity (by high flexibility) on the transport side, and high functional separation (or low diversity                
on the land use side transit (or public transport): high speed and high capacity (but low flexibility) on                  
the transport side, and high functional separation (or low diversity) and high density on the land use                 
side (Bertolini, 2003). Car dependency tends to resist policies addressing traffic volume and car              
speeds, since they have very little alternative mobility options (OECD, 2019).  
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Figure 17- Conceptual scheme between the speed of three different modes of transport and the 
land use  

Source: [bertolini,2003] 

 

An increase in transport speed is paralleled by an increase in the spatial separation of               
functions or decrease on diversity of land uses (Bertolini, 2014).  

The greatest threat to pedestrian safety is not crime but the real danger of automobiles (Speck,                
2012). Car crashes are the worst threat to pedestrian physical health. Vehicular speed greatly affects               
pedestrian safety thus, welcoming cars in a proper number at the proper speed would contribute to                
safety. Vehicular speed greatly affects pedestrian safety. Likewise, widening streets in order to reduce              
congestion or having a proper road for cars, it affects pedestrians’ safety. Widening a city’s street in                 
the name of safety is like distributing handguns to deter crime (Speck, 2012). It is undoubtedly clear                 
that the wider lanes cause drivers to speed. A lane width is responsible for around nine hundred traffic                  
fatalities per year (Speck, 2012). It has already been proven many times that generating wider roads                
does not solve the problem neither congestion nor safety.  

There are many factors which increase the exposure of pedestrians exposure, speed of drivers,              
distracted walking, failure to prioritize the needs of pedestrians, large distances between people’s             
homes, workplaces, schools and other facilities and using cars to connect these places (WHO, 2013).               
This car dependence way of planning is leading to a plethora of health injuries for humans or even                  
their death. Pedestrian crashes are more frequent in urban areas (Fildes, et al., 2004) and commonly                
involve children and the elderly (Fildes, et al., 2004).  

Millions of people are injured or become permanently disabled in traffic crashes while             
walking on the sidewalks. Moreover, 84% of the roads in low-income and middle-income countries              
where pedestrians are present carry traffic at 40 km/h and have no footpaths (WHO, 2013). Since                
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walking is not even considered as a mode of transport, herewith is neglected to be treated as one.                  
About 1.24 million road traffic deaths occur annually on the world’s roads, making road traffic               
injuries the eighth leading cause of death globally, and the leading cause of death for young people                 
aged 15–29 years (WHO, 2013).  

People from car crashes may suffer a traumatic brain and spinal cord injuries, fractures,              
particularly to the lower limbs, and lacerations which in many cases require hospital stay and               
rehabilitation (WHO, 2013). For an adult, the first contact usually occurs between the leg or knee and                 
the car’s bumper, followed by the thigh with the bonnet’s edge, and the pelvis or thorax with the                  
bonnet’s top (WHO, 2013). The head then hits the bonnet or windscreen, thus this involves a frontal                 
impact (WHO, 2013). It is not only the physical or mental problems that pedestrians might suffer                
from, it is even the economical aspects that will be affected. These road traffic crashes come with a                  
cost and they might throw victims and their families into poverty. 

Even if we discuss if walking is good for you or not, cars killing a lot of people is                   
undiscussable. Furthermore, if you have been hit by a car, the death would be blamed on car trauma                  
and definitely not to the lack of sidewalks and poor planning which aims for safety for pedestrians. Of                  
the total road traffic fatalities, more than 270 000 are pedestrians which constitutes 22% of all road                 
deaths (WHO, 2013). 

Sometimes not only the signs should be present to control the speed, but even the road design                 
must be self enforcing. An example of how a road design could influence safety is the above                 
mentioned “superblocks” plans implemented in Barcelona. This mobility plan could save hundreds of             
lives if it fully implements the scheme to reduce traffic close to zero (Burgen, 2019). The Institute for                  
Global Health calculates that the city might prevent 667 premature deaths every year if it created all                 
503 superblocks (Burgen, 2019). Thus, the way the city is planned is essential. 

In order to protect the pedestrian even law enforcement must be active. Based on the world                
health organisation, only a 5% cut in average speed can result in a 30% reduction in the number of                   
fatal crashes. Strictly enforcing a drinking and driving law can reduce the number of road deaths by                 
20%  (WHO, 2013). 

Making walking safe would lead to a significant long lasting contribution in our society. With               
the protection of pedestrians, traffic fatalities would be reduced. In Western Cape, the program “Safely               
Home” in three years of implementation managed to reduce 29% of road fatalities (WHO, 2013). The                
main purpose of this program stands at enforcement of the law, education of society about the road                 
danger, and treating urban spaces. 

Being able to protect pedestrians from the speed of cars, there are a few factors to be                 
considered. The way the city is planned is the most essential one. Based on the speed of a mode of                    
transport, even the design of the city changes. Aiming to offer more pedestrian friendly spaces, is what                 
keeps pedestrians in a safe environment from cars. Furthermore, the policies of a country must aim for                 
a beneficial view and a safer one for people.  
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4 

WILL PEDESTRIANS SURVIVE? 
 

 

 

“For decades the human dimension has been overlooked and haphazardly addressed urban            
planning topic in most cities. Fortunately, more and more cities now realise the value of putting                
humans first in order to create more lively, safe, sustainable and healthy cities.” (State of Green,                
2016) 

 

The majority of the streets are not pedestrian friendly and infrastructure is solving a few               
problems but guiding the new ones. Cars have better conditions than pedestrians, notwithstanding that              
even car’s infrastructure is not budget friendly. Pedestrian facilities should be planned to the              
maximum extent possible. Street does not belong to cars, and this tangled traffic needs to be broken.                 
The idea is not to create anticar streets, but a place for choices and quality streets. 

Decades passed and the creation of more roads is leading to more problems in our society.                
Engineers and urban planners are now suggesting to put roads on a “diet” (Burden, Lagerwey, 1999).                
Finding a solution for congestion, air pollution and many other benefits, by reducing the amount of                
new infrastructure. The limelight is put into shared exiting roads between different modes of transport. 

Cars are not compatible with high density environments and accepting their use will inevitably              
result in traffic deadlock and nuisance (Bertolini, 2014) and the environmental problems with global              
warming would continue to grow. Electric cars, on the other hand, are a bit greener than gasoline one,                  
but we have an example of what happened in Sweden. When the highest sale of “clean” cars was                  
reachable, the results of greenhouse gas emissions were up (Speck, 2012). It was shocking but it does                 
have its logic, people started to feel less guilty about driving and more people tend to drive. This                  
would lead to obliterate energy gains much more made (Speck, 2012). Establishing a useful sidewalk               
is a small change for public wealth and bearable cities. Not necessarily we need electric cars in order                  
to achieve a beneficial environment for society.  

There are many successful implemented mobility plans in cities, where they put roads on              
“diet” and offered more pedestrian friendly streets. This chapter enclose plans and programs from              
different cities which are already implemented and have attainment in pedestrianisation and            
sustainability in urban areas. 
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4.1. WALKABILITY IN COPENHAGEN 
 

Discussing walkability, Copenhagen provides an ideal venue for such a dispute. Cities must be              
designed to invite city life, and a sustainable city life has a room and highlights pedestrian oriented                 
traffic. Copenhagen is a city known as one of the most liveable cities today.  

Analyzing their mobility plans, the aim was to create city-friendly environments. As early as              
1947, they created a visionary urban plan, the so called “Finger Plan” (State of Green, 2016). Its aim                  
was to bring housing, jobs and grocery as short as possible, or reachable by public transportation.                
Copenhagen is a city to be highlighted when it comes to pedestrian city programs and plans. Planners                 
with decades now have been trying to improve the quality of the street itself. After numerous small                 
steps into transforming a city from car-oriented to people-friendly, now is one of the greatest cities for                 
pedestrian infrastructure which has proven that brings communities together and liveability in the city.  

The transformation in Copenhagen started in 1962, and since then more and more streets              
dedicated to pedestrians have been enforced. The fundamental aspects that the plan covered was to               
create a network for pedestrians. From 1962, they started to turn streets into a pedestrian thoroughfare                
which succeeded since it had a good network, it gave priority to pedestrians, where the cars were                 
allowed at low speed, and this resulted in more people using public spaces (New Urbanism). Another                
element of the program was to reduce traffic and parking gradually. In ten years, Copenhagen               
managed to reduce around 600 parking spaces, which got turned into public squares, or bicycles               
parking (New Urbanism). 

This city now incorporates a mobility plan which tries to fight the congestion by not making                
more space for cars, but the opposite, supporting pedestrianisation, bicycles and public transportation.             
Through this plan, the goal is to approach 75% of all journeys to be done on foot, bike or public                    
transport (State of Green, 2016). 

Another point which is part of the mobility plan in Denmark is intermobility. This is an                
opportunity for people to choose between different modes of transport which are linked. Intermobility              
does no longer view individually a single type of commuter, it can pedestrians, drivers, cyclists, users                
of public transportation (State of Green, 2016). The trip is not limited to only one mode of transport,                  
until it reaches the final destination, it can use different modes of transport. This aims to get the best                   
quality out of various modes of transportation in different parts of the city. 

The city honored continuously human scale by creating a pleasant pedestrian walking            
experience. It had a slow rise but many people are not car dependent in Copenhagen now. 

 

 

4.2. WALKABILITY IN LISBON 
 

Another city that implemented and had good results out of walkability, is the mobility plan of                
Lisbon, the capital city of Portugal. After all these periods of car dependency network, Lisbon               
embraced and is going through transformation of pedestrian and cycling transportation. In this city the               
safety for pedestrians is not at its finest since in many cases the sidewalks are way too narrow, and                   
even occupied by parked cars.  
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Figure 18 - Modes of transport in Lisbon 

Source: INE, 2018; OECD, 2019 

 

In Lisbon there are a variety of modes of transport, but unsurprisingly the highest percent falls                
in cars (Figure 18). CML is responsible mostly for mobility strategies and has a legal mandate plan in                  
terms to manage the network, pavements, public parking, bus stops, crosswalks, etc. (OECD, 2019).              
The mobility plan of Lisbon was focused on reducing the barriers while walking and thus increase and                 
offer better conditions for pedestrians and cyclists. The main limelight is to use the present urban                
design and increasing clearness and favorisation for pedestrians. 

In Lisbon, linking pedestrian safety and accessibility with the needs of the citizens, helped to               
reduce both car speeds and various barriers of walkability. In the city there is a pedestrian accessibility                 
plan which has been approved since 2009. The aim was to be able to improve the risk-free walkable                  
city. The scope that the plan of Lisbon contains is the adaption of the existing infrastructure and                 
mobilize a community for all (Burgen, 2019). The main focus was put on pavement, crossing, access                
to bus stops and reserved parking for people with disabilities (OECD, 2019).  

Pavement obstructions in many places were improved and the extension was implemented            
after the mobility plan was executed. Poor conditions of the sidewalks were present and the plan of the                  
city created a new material instead of traditional cobblestones. Despite the fact that there was a public                 
debate, since cobblestones are Lisbon’s identity, justify for this was safety and accessibility, since              
cobblestones make pavement irregular, uncomfortable and slippery (OECD, 2019).  

Accessibility barriers are part of the mobility plan of Lisbon. Approval of the plan gave the                
CML a clear yearly commitment regarding financial responsibility: it is to allocate at least 3% of the                 
city’s public works capital investment on improving accessibility (OECD, 2019). 

The surface pedestrian crossing model includes requirements and standards in terms of            
visibility, drainage, lighting, pavement, road signs, traffic timing and other factors (OECD, 2019). In              
some intersections although the green light for pedestrians was present, the moving vehicles were still               
allowed to make a turn and go over a crosswalk. When the plan was implemented in Lisbon at                  
Alexandre Herculano street, the city reduced the crossing walk for pedestrians, by adding sidewalks on               
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all the corners (Figure 19). By creating an extension of the sidewalk, the distance to cross the street for                   
pedestrians is reduced and so was the speed of moving vehicles. 

 

 

Figure 19- Lisbon’s Mobility Plan - On the left before the interventions and picture on the 
right after 

Source: (CML,2012 ; OECD, 2019) 

 

The city contains narrow streets and they are mostly dedicated to cars and parking and this                
resulted with less space for pedestrians. While surveying aged people in Lisbon, a study showed data                
that 93% of elderly feel sidewalks are uncomfortable to walk on (more than half fell at least once) and                   
83% answered with the need of a longer lasting “green light” to cross the road (CML, 2012).  

Based on the situation before the plan, pedestrians in the city were struggling with street lights.                
The timing given to pedestrians for street crossing was calculated and favorised for moving vehicles.               
Many people, especially elderly or people with wheelchairs, in many cases did not manage to finish                
the crossing point on time and this automatically lowered the safety for pedestrians. This project               
created traffic calm with the same amount of street signs timing but with a shorter path for pedestrians                  
to cross the road. The plan focused on longer "green light" time for pedestrians, adaptation or removal                 
of pedestrian underpasses and overpasses, and increasing pedestrian walkways through widening of            
sidewalks and creating pedestrian and bike only streets (Flow Cities, 2016). In order to provide safety                
in urban spaces, it is suggested the creation of pure green traffic lights for pedestrians, widening the                 
sidewalks in an acceptable length. Between 2014 and 2016 city departments and boroughs intervened              
at almost 500 crosswalks across the city, ensuring accessibility and putting in traffic calming measures               
(OECD, 2019). 

Linkage with other modes is another point elaborated by the plan. According to the statistics               
of OECD, 2019, linkage with other modes in Lisbon, carries a low impact. It contains poor public                 
transport and this might be an indicator that influences a dramatic urban sprawl. Clear visual elements                
at bus stops and linkage with public transportation is part of the plan. 

Mainly the approach of sustainable cities, and thus mobility plans, is to give towns and cities                
back to the people. The previous examples of urban design and planning stood the test of time, and the                   
same one can be applied in the present days in different countries. 
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4.3 WALKING AS A MODE OF TRANSPORT 

"Cities are created by and for traffic. A city without traffic is a ghost town" Robert Moses                 
(Nevlus, 2016) 

 
The road is created to serve transportation needs, thus urban design changed through the              

decades. Looking at the evolution of transport, speed and land use has been always linked with each                 
other. Walking used to be the main mode of transport and the only one which humans had. City started                   
to grow and in the second half of the nineteenth century when trams and trains were constructed.                 
Economic growth during the 1930s introduced us with automobile manufacturing. They were            
affordable, comfortable and easier to get around the city, thus in a short period of time it became one                   
of the first modes of travel. Especially when urban design started to move things apart from each other                  
than car transportation became a necessity. Looking at modernism, which was a big story in the                
previous decades, it still has its footmarks. Analyzing in a global shape, cities are out of control when                  
it comes to the car environment. We don't build city streets which are dangerous, but it's more likely to                   
build sidewalks which are uncomfortable and sometimes dangerous, which influences people to be             
more car dependent. 

During the 1960s the master builder Robert Moses was so convinced that the future belonged               
to a car, and people apparently mattered less to him, he came up with the quote “Cities are created by                    
and for traffic. A city without traffic is a ghost town." And the city was continually growing on a path                    
of a car centric city, until the time when Jane Jacobs, who is not even an urban planner, came up with                     
the ideal city by rejecting the car dependence and focusing more on people. In “the death and life of                   
Great American cities” Jane Jacobs argues that the ideal neighborhood is designed based on              
walkability. She identified two types of people, “foot people” and “car people” and her focus stays at                 
the first one. She adds that a developed neighborhood should allow people the choice of walking                
(Gilderbloom, et al., 2014). 

This chapter will elaborate walking as a mode of transport which is the most affordable and                
healthy way of moving around the city. Walking promotes independence. In an unwalkable zone you               
are creating separation between people. Inhabitants with special mobility, or elderly would have             
higher demand for an appropriate infrastructure for walking. Characteristics of a great street contain a               
unique sense of place, balance among various transportation modes, safe attractive and economically             
vibrant streets and public places (Ehardt, et al., 2008). 

A deserted downtown is never desirable, but a diverse and adaptable one is always acceptable               
and offers an endurable environment. Spatial development and transport investments should           
strengthen, rather than weaken. Walking is taken for granted, it comprises a low priority and in many                 
cases is mistreated and not considered as a mode of transport at all. A poor materialized area leads                  
with significant lower use of walkability. Walking is a less studied field, hence is less understood as a                  
mode of transport. We are all pedestrians at any given day. Due to the lack of attention of the                   
pedestrians’ network, the tendency to favour motorized cars is high. Jane Jacobs in her book the death                 
and life of great American Cities, argues that the ideal neighborhood design contains walkability as a                
mode of travel. Inviting people back to the streets by prioritizing walking and offering a safe built                 
environment especially by the speed of traffic.  

The benefits of the network allows people to flow easily from one service to the other.                
Transportation data often focus exclusively on car and transit trips, ignoring pedestrian travel, even              
when it is an important component, i.e., walking to a transit stop or from a parking area (Litman, 2007;                   
Cortright, 2009). Consequently, walkability has been under emphasized or ignored as a vital form of               
urban transportation (Cortright, 2009). 
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Treating pedestrians with the same importance as cars, and offering people the opportunity of              
choice. Everyone is a pedestrian, even those who drive, bike or use public transport. Creating a                
walking and transit culture in a place where driving is so easy might be hard. As the author Jeff Speck                    
(2012) clinches that transit has a hard side which is saving people’s time and soft side by making                  
people happy. By doing both of the sides, people can be managed to be out of their cars and embrace                    
walkability as a mode of travel. Small cities and big cities are focusing on pedestrian centric                
environments. Treating sidewalks as a mode of transport with a proper need. There is much more to                 
walking than walking! By improving the conditions for pedestrians, we not only strengthen pedestrian              
traffic, we also strengthen city life (Gehl, 2010).  

Based on studies, living in a walkable neighborhood, with characterization of mixed uses, path              
connection, high residential density, pedestrian oriented retail, people do more walking and biking as a               
mode of transport, thus drove less and produce less air pollution than people living in a less walkable                  
neighborhood (Frank, et al., 2006).  

If we can build a successful city for children, we can build a successful city for all people                  
(Speck, 2012). By offering more benches, social activities, the right network path, pavement and              
environment, we open the opportunity for more people to use public spaces as a mode of transport.                 
Thus, this improvement of the conditions for pedestrians will not only strengthen pedestrian traffic but               
also the quality of the city itself (Gehl, 2010). It's not always that the new is superior compared with                   
old. Giving attention to the first and most essential mode of transport is a positive step towards a                  
sustainable city. Lending the power to people rather than cars and creating a culture of walking. 
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  5 

CONCLUSION 
 
 

 

The need for better mobility has brought us a noteworthy change in the transport system.               
Advocating for walkable places in many cities is irrelevant and without much success. In this thesis                
the aim was to clarify the need for walkability in today’s cities. The study has been derived from                  
different criteria of walkability in order to approach human scale cities. 

Since everyone is a pedestrian at any given moment, creating opportunity in order to have a                 
sustainable environment without the use of technology, can be a different approach towards the same               
aim. Pedestrians use spaces dedicated to them, as long as the city manages to accomplish the needs                 
which citizens have. It has been pointed out that sometimes even small changes might lead to big                 
results.  

Our cities are so unwakeable, which creates the need for a new term to describe the simplest                 
mode of transport that is walkability. Our bodies are designed to walk hence there are many benefits                 
out of it. This dissertation through walkability approaches the right scale of community with the right                
distance between destinations. Furthermore, walkability attempts to create an identity, space and pride             
for the community. None of the above mentioned criteria of walkability, can stand alone. Each of them                 
is as important as the other, but alone none of them would survive for a long time. The collaboration                   
and balance between the criteria offers a sustainable mode of transport. 

Cities must provide the needed infrastructure for walking as a default option when designing              
streets, so people would have a choice to decide for their mode of transport. By this people would not                   
be pressured to rely on vehicles. While the streets were shared among all the users, no one was too                   
concerned, especially being a pedestrian appeared in a quite relaxed mode of transport. The cars               
gained speed and the separation between people and vehicles was mandatory, in sequence to keep the                
safety for pedestrians. Roads started to widen in order to accommodate cars, but for pedestrians it is                 
pretty unfair since the sidewalk dedicated for them was way too narrow and in many cases even                 
missing. Our cities still struggle with these issues. Furthermore, the sidewalks have multipurpose, it              
accommodates frontage stores, advertisements, furniture zones, street lights, newspaper racks,          
benches. People might become increasingly sustained by private cars if the city does not support other                
modes of transportation. 

In order to achieve a sustainable environment the relation between land use and public              
transportation needs to be developed with more collaboration in between. It is said that without being                
able to access the city, people tend to use cars, and with it the shape of the city takes a different plan                      
with wider lanes and more parking spaces, until walkability is no longer present. Thus, the way our                 
land use is shaped so is the movement around the city. With a creation of a bond between land use and                     
public transportation, the city might manage to incorporate the needed transportation within the city or               
further. 

This thesis suggests environmental movement and urban planners to aline and not let the              
market interfere. Market isn’t operating if someone would like to live in a walkable city. Successful                
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implementation of a walkability does not require just the political momentum to initiate policies but               
legislation to practice walkability. Since in few countries this topic was brought to policy makers,               
walkability improvements are happening in different stages. Walkability offers a national well being             
as a soft mode of transport. Encourage the development of more walkable and sustainable cities. 

Further, people do what comes naturally, if the city designs in order to accomodate              
walkability, people will walk since it would be comfortable. Walkability is the substructure of the city                
in order to achieve supportable spaces. It's difficult to make a great city without accomplishing the                
essential needs for its citizens. As mentioned above everyone is pedestrian, and is important paths               
dedicated to pedestrians to be treated properly. People want walkability and the city must offer the                
choice for them to choose their mode of transport.  

This thesis concludes that being able to accommodate the walkability and its criteria leads              
cities in sustainable and accessible places. Based on the planning history, walkability is proved to               
contribute to sustainable cities. There are many different approaches toward the walkability concept,             
but its value and importance for people and city were never neglected. Hence, creating a city so lovely                  
that people do not want to leave it without causing neither environmental nor personal health problems                
is today’s planning approach. Let's treat people better than cars!  
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